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Here's hoping, Captain Jim, that all this will be over sooner than you expect... Here's hoping that I'll soon be unpacking my hope-chest Wamsuttas for that new home we picked out before you left.

Wamsutta Supercale* sheets and pillowcases are made for use, and lots of it — to give long, happy years of service to the people who own them... Wamsutta's carefully planned combination of fineness, smoothness, and strength has been achieved and maintained for this purpose.

So we are hoping, too, Lieutenant, that you will be using those Supercale sheets before long... and that we at Wamsutta can go back to making enough of them for all of the other brides who want "The Trousseau Sheet of America" for their homes. WAMSUTTA MILLS, New Bedford, Mass.

* * * BUY WAR BONDS * * *
The fragile beauty of rose point lace is a symbol of the wedding day. Its web of enchantment, illumined by a profusion of full-blown roses, has enshrined queens and duchesses as they knelt before the nuptial altar. Here in America, to wear a wedding veil of heirloom rose point is to carry on one of the most beloved of bridal traditions.

Rose point lace-making was a labor of love in the old convents. Only the most patient and highly skilled fingers could twist the threads to sufficiently gossamer fineness and execute the magnificent pattern. The infinity of delicate stitches in double or triple relief, encircled by a pearl of geometric regularity— which is rose point— had to be worked out in separate pieces by a group of nuns, and then joined together by the nun most practiced in this intricate lace-making art. Years were required to complete a single wedding veil of such web-like beauty and flowing softness that it could be drawn through a wedding ring. No wonder, a rose point wedding veil is valued at hundreds of times its weight in gold.

Today, the crafting of this most patrician of laces is a lost art. But its memory has been caught forever in Wallace Rose Point. The full-blown rose, surrounded by a pearl of geometric regularity, has been sculptured by Wallace in precious sterling. This is Third Dimension Beauty... exclusively Wallace.

Many of the skilled hands that crafted Wallace Sterling are making war materials today, so that you may enjoy your complete service tomorrow in the freedom that alone makes beauty meaningful. You can still obtain a limited silver service— start now to plan ahead. Send 10¢ for our booklet, Wallace Moods in Sculptured Sterling, which tells in full the fascinating story of Rose Point and the other Wallace Sculptured patterns— Stradivari, Sir Christopher, Grande Baroque and Grand Colonial.

WALLACE SILVERSMITHS, WALLINGFORD, CONNECTICUT
If you are interested in any of the merchandise shown on these pages, kindly address your checks or money orders directly to the shops mentioned in each case. They're always ready to serve you.

Pond lily that will never die or even wilt for it's waxed, but looks as real as real can be. Use it as a permanent centerpiece on your dining room table, or in a bowl on a console. Comes in white, pale pink, yellow and blue. Flower is about 5" across; has a bud and three leaves. $2, ppd. Constance Spry, Inc., 322 Park Ave., N. Y. C.

Frosty oak cheese board and a glass knife with braided wrap-around leatherette handle make a useful, good looking team. For serving cheese with cocktails or beer it's invaluable; and you'll be using it in many ways at buffet suppers. Complete, $2.75, postpaid. Gordon & Schenker, Inc., 262 South 17th St., Philadelphia.

Restic steak table for outdoor dining or as a helper-counter on the porch. It's made of cypress with a solid slab 12" square in the middle to use as a cutting board. It is 30" high with the top 17" by 38". Just $8.50, delivered by express; add $1 extra postage for the Pacific coast. The Littletree Company, Winter Park, Florida.

Good morning! Cherry iridescent glassware, hand-painted with choice of pink and blue forget-me-nots, roses or jonquils. $5.50. Wicker bed tray... in blue, green, yellow, pink, ivory or white. $7.50. Write for Illustrated Folder.

Davis Collamore & Co., Ltd.
"O'over a Crater of Fine China and Glassware"
7 & 9 East 52nd Street, New York City

Mayfair Gifts, Forest Hills, N. Y.

Mail orders carefully filled. Write for Costume Jewelry Catalogue.
good modern possesses classic integrity of line... which outlives the mode of the moment!

Mayflowers carved of Soochow jade, varying from pure white to light green, surrounded by sterling silver. To the Chinese who make them, these flowers symbolize sincerity and longevity. Earrings, $6.50 a pair; brooch, $6.50; bracelet, $12.50; 6 buttons, $3.25. Chinese Treasure Centre, 543 Madison Ave., New York.

No fuelin' about this pot-bellied stove and coal scuttle for they've been made into a cream pitcher and sugar bowl, the cutest things you ever saw. Get them as a momento of the cold winter of '43. In blue and white pottery. $1.75 prepaid. Malcolm's House & Garden Store, 524 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, Maryland.

From a Victorian parlor came the design of the "Susan Lee" stool, and it will make itself at home in your parlor of today. Made of solid cherry, it is just the right size for comfort; 15" high by 14" wide and 16" long. The price is $11.95, shipment prepaid. Order from Carl Forslund, East Fulton Street, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

For Your Cigarettes

  - Height of jar, including cover, 4½". Diameter of ash tray 3½".
  - $3.50 for the set (express collect)
  - $8.50 pair

Rest for the WEARY

Now your busy small fry can have a place of his own to sit and relax between paramholidays. Can even join you on the porch. This chair hassock is shiny black with tumbling circus figures. Seat and back come in assorted colors. For his Sunday dinner with the grown ups put it on a dishing chair and he'll be up with the rest of you. Easily cleaned with damp cloth.

Height 14". Seat height 6½". Seat diameter 15". $4.75 each. Postpaid in 48 States. Send Check or Money Order.

The Josselyns

Place a pair of these cut crystal and heavy silver plate hurricane lamps on your mantel or buffet, or a single one on an odd table, for decorating charm and grace. A truly fine gift.

Lamps 12" high, 7" base diameter $13.50 each Postpaid in U.S.A.

Weitlich's, Incorporated
22 West 48th Street, New York City

For Your Cigarettes

  - Height of jar, including cover, 4½". Diameter of ash tray 3½"
  - $3.50 for the set (express collect)
  - $8.50 pair

OVINGTON'S
Fifth Ave. at 39th St., New York

Flowers AND Candle Light

Simply charming on your own table or mantel—and such a romantic wedding gift too! Clear crystal candleholders with flower vases; 8½" high, 10" wide. $8.50 pair

For Your Cigarettes

  - Height of jar, including cover, 4½". Diameter of ash tray 3½"
  - $3.50 for the set (express collect)
  - $8.50 pair

Gertrude Schampian
126 Park Avenue, Rutherford, N. J.
You Need This T-Top in Your Home!

T-Top is a light rigid top which slides easily over the surface of a card table, freeing dining or playing space. Size 46” long, 27” in circumference—perfect for luncheons, jigsaw puzzles and card games. Can be tucked away in a closet or corner. Send for your T-Top now! Shipment made promptly.

NI ASSIVE is the word for this identification bracelet, the kind for a service man who plans to give it hard wear. Of sterling silver, it’s strong, soldered link chain, available in standard rectangular Army service man who plans to give it hard wear. Of sterling silver, it’s strong, soldered link chain, available in standard rectangular Army or Navy. State branch of service when ordering.

Massive is the word for this identification bracelet, the kind for a service man who plans to give it hard wear. Of sterling silver, it’s strong, soldered link chain, available in standard rectangular Army style or oval for Navy.

Put these on your ears for smartness, initial earrings gold plated on sterling silver. Wear your first initial on the right ear; the second on the left. They have scalloped edges, are concave to catch反射ions. An excellent value at $1.25 a pair. Tax and postage included.

Shoe Rack BIRD PRINTS

Pretty as a picture is this dressing bowl lacquer finish brings out beauty of hard wood. Holds 6 to 9 pairs of men’s shoes or 8 pairs of women’s. Size 15” x 15” x 20” high.

AUDUBON BIRD PRINTS

50 BEAUTIFUL AUDUBON BIRD PRINTS

IN FULL COLOR $2.95

Packed in a sturdy gift portfolio and shipped postpaid

Flawless reproductions on high quality paper, sent with certificate of authenticity.

Save minutes and miles by shopping these pages.
HARDLY a week goes by that a search for new wedding presents isn't necessary. For a gift that's really good looking and inexpensive, we recommend this massive Bell crystal bowl, blown in the mould in Swedish Modern design. 9" wide; $5. Matching, heavy crystal candleholders, $3 a pair. Pnommer, Ltd., 7 E. 55th, N.Y.C.

SHINE-in-the-dark pictures of Mickey and Minnie Mouse, that lovable pair who are favorites with children and grownups the world over. They'll make some lucky child squeal with delight when he sees them glow in the dark. Wood frames; 8" x 10". $3 a pair postpaid; add 15¢ west of Miss. Mayfair Gifts, Forest Hills, N.Y.

THE birds won't wait for Saturday for their baths, they'll be in your garden every day enjoying life if you provide them with this bath. It's only $7.50, which is quite a bargain. Made of gray terracotta, guaranteed not to break in the Wintertime. Height, 23%; bowl, 18" in diameter. F.O.B. Erkins Studio, 6 E. 39th St., New York.

"I'll carry mine" is the slogan of all patriots nowadays to save deliveries. You can put all kinds of packages in this Cape Cod Victory bag of fish net for it expands amazingly. It's small enough to be taken in purse or pocket when not in use. White net with red or blue cord and tassel. $1, postpaid. Daniel Low & Co., Salem, Mass.

Your shopping can be speedy, convenient, pleasant—when you do it through Shopping Around
Letters for Children...

from SUSIE CUCUMBER

Delightful presents for youngsters. Series of lively, illustrated letters supposedly from a fox terrier named Susie Cucumber. First letter tells that the subscription is from you.

$1.50 covers cost of letters, plus surprise presents of a balloon and writing paper. Send the child’s name, address, sex. Stipulate if the letters should be sent daily, weekly, etc.

SUSIE CUCUMBER, 2646 MORSE AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL.

Stimulating decorations for your Garden and Terrace

The Colonial

13” Wide 18” High

HAND-MADE COPPER LAMPS

This lamp can be made with round or square top as desired. Also other designs, prices on request.

JOHN J. GALLIE
146 King St. Charleston, S. C.

For Your Garden

This merry little fellow, 19” high, will bring a smile to any garden.

Pumpkin State $10 • Lead $5

Brass $200

Send for free catalog containing many other garden items. Black discus, hopi, polynesia, eto, malolo, capri, etc. Also new stock made of Pennsylvania stone, terra cotta, marble, lead and bronze. Prices from $5 up.

Galloway Pottery On Display

COPPER LAMPS

DIRECT FROM OUR WORKSHOP

The Loveliness of Cypress

This different outdoor furniture is ideal for porch and terrace or a spreading lawn. Great for enclosures such as grounds, gardens, country homes, farms, parks, or club property. Made of Michigan white cedar, with bark removed.

Only a limited supply. Get your order in early.

Curtis Creations

Dept. C, 10 Hopper St., Utica, N. Y.

For Your Garden...

COPPER LAMPS

DIRECT FROM OUR WORKSHOP

The Loveliness of Cypress

This different outdoor furniture is ideal for porch and terrace or a spreading lawn. Great for enclosures such as grounds, gardens, country homes, farms, parks, or club property. Made of Michigan white cedar, with bark removed.

Only a limited supply. Get your order in early.

Curtis Creations

Dept. C, 10 Hopper St., Utica, N. Y.

Stimulating decorations for your Garden and Terrace will be found in our catalogue offering 200 items of GADSDEN POTTERY.

Send 10c in stamps or coin for your copy.

It illustrates Bird Baths, Sun Dials, Pots, Boxes, Jars, Vases, Benches, Fountains, Wall Fountains and Fruit Baskets.

GALLOWAY TERRA COTTA COMPANY

3218 WALNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

on display at 6 E. 39th St., N.Y.C.
FANCIFUL crystal wheelbarrow, large enough to cart king-sized cigarettes, now comes on the scene. It would be cunning packed with stemless full-bloomed roses or carnations on a low cocktail or luncheon table. The price is but $3, plus 25¢ to cover postage. This may be ordered from the Rendezvous Gift Shop, Asbury Park, N. J.

GEORGE WASHINGTON busily making kindling out of the cherry tree, amusingly portrayed in water colors for a child's room. This and other famous subjects by the same artist have a great deal of charm and appeal for children. Size of paper, 18" x 24", $4; or on cloth in fast colors, $5. Peg Vane, 741 Lafayette St., Kansas City, Kans.

Every day is wash day for stockings and here's a gadget to dry lots of them in a small space. Especially good for WAACs, WAVES, girls who have small living quarters or any who travel. The arms and hanger are removable. With it comes darning cotton. $1.50, postpaid. Helene Beechell, 345 Broad Street, Red Bank, N. J.

Winged Wanderers, a graceful design in a well-made weather vane. Wrought in iron to withstand any weather by a man who knows his weather vanes, it costs only $15. It measures 24" wide by 27" high and comes with brackets and screws. Easily mounted by anyone. Price is F.O.B. Hagerstrom Metalcraft Studio, Wheeling, Ill.

Your shopping can be speedy, convenient, pleasant—when you do it through Shopping Around

FAMOUS COOKERY EDITOR LAYS OUT A NEW SCHEME FOR PLANNING MEALS

When Charlotte Adams was editor of the cookery page of the Newspaper PM, thousands of women switched to that paper because they could stop thinking about marketing and meal planning, and have her do it for them. You'll Eat It Up, "A menu for every day and every occasion", is Charlotte Adams newest cookbook. With it, your dinner problems for days can be settled in a few minutes. Don't miss the author's easy plan for getting a hearty dish into each meal, her fresh slant on desserts, her advice on salads... detailed according to season, together with the recipes and shopping list. 339 Pages. $2.50.

M. BARROWS & CO., Inc., 443 4th Ave. (Dept. HG-4), N.Y.C.
Write for Free Catalog of Barrows Books for the Home

Today, as in 1776...

Silversmiths Fight for Liberty!

In 1776 Paul Revere, Patriot and Silversmith, left his workbench to join the fight for freedom from oppression. Today, as then, many of our outstanding craftsmen have left their workshops to fight for that same freedom.

Because they are leaving, the production of fine silver-ware has been drastically cut. However, you can still obtain beautiful silver, heavy in weight and distinctively designed...precious, not only because of its colonial background but also, because of the history being made today.

Three-piece "Jack Shephard" demi-tasse set, $127.00. Matching tray, $60.00. Hand-finished Paul Revere bowl, in various sizes, from $16.50. Paul Revere pitcher, in three sizes, from $44.00.

Requests by mail filled promptly

GEORGE JENSEN INC.
667 Fifth Avenue • New York
Oven-to-table Seafood Servers

Your favorite crabmeat and oyster recipes will be twice as tempting when baked and served in these individual shell-like dishes. They're glazed pottery in lovely soft shades...you'll bake in them, and then bring them right to the table. Accompanying booklet tells how to prepare such delicacies as Oysters Rockefeller, Crabmeat Agnes, and Coquille St. Jacque. Chesapeake Bay Oven-Oysters, dozen, 9.00... Oven-Crabs, dozen, 12.00.

Mail and phone orders
LEWIS & CONGER
New York's Leading Housewares Store
Sixth Avenue at 45th Street Van. 6-2200
Ask for our new illustrated Spring Catalog G

“LITTLE AMERICANS” by MARIANNA

Made of dust-covered canvas frame, 3" x 5" Dorset Green, Burgundy, Dusty Pink, Old Blue
$10.00 a pair in gift box, postpaid
No C.O.D.'s
F. A. R. GALLERY • 702 Madison Avenue, N. Y.

BUY OR SELL
Diamonds
Silver Jewelry

Because of prevailing conditions, there is a scarcity of silver and jewels.

Being direct users, we are in a position to pay highest cash prices for your surplus silver, diamonds, etc.

Correspondence Solicited

We still have more than 500 patterns of silver-flawless and many unusual pieces of silver to offer,

JULIUS GOODMAN & SON
37 Madison Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee

The village blacksmith’s SHOEING KIT becomes an ideal magazine rack and occasional table for the American country home.

Convenient for use on the porch or terrace as well as in the house, for it is easy to turn from plate to plate.

A fine hand-made reproduction of mellow brown antiqued knotty pine, 19" long: 11\%" wide, 17" high including handle.

Price $7.75 freight collect.

A Bird Bath will add to the enjoyment of your garden, and will bring the birds to delight you with their merry songs. For just measure, it will destroy many injurious insects on your trees, shrubs and lawn.

This Bird Bath is cast stone with the same quaint charm and rollicking humor of their imported predecessors. Operas such as “Faust” and “Guillaume Tell”, $1.00 each.

Sorry no C.O.D.’s. Add 10% for postage
GIFT CENTER, Inc.
615 Madison Ave. • NEW YORK

ARTCRETE BIRD BATH

Price $7.75 freight collect

A Bird Bath will add to the enjoyment of your garden, and will bring the birds to delight you with their merry songs. For just measure, it will destroy many injurious insects on your trees, shrubs and lawn.

This Bird Bath is cast stone with the same quaint charm and rollicking humor of their imported predecessors. Operas such as “Faust” and “Guillaume Tell”, $1.00 each.

Sorry no C.O.D.’s. Add 10% for postage
GIFT CENTER, Inc.
615 Madison Ave. • NEW YORK
Around

Heavy as lead and as smart as their simplicity leads you to believe are these square crystal ashtrays. We go all out for the huge man-size one that's 9", but there are three others for smaller spaces around the house. The 9", $12; 6½", $5.50; 4½", $2.25; 2½", $1.10. Mailing costs extra. Modernage, 162 E. 33rd St., N. Y. C.

Nurses, WAACS, WAVES, or any woman engaged in strenuous war work will appreciate this waterproof watch. Has radium dial and hands, non-breakable crystal, sweep second hand, stainless steel back, waterproof strap, 7 jewels. $35.75, tax included. Bell Watch Co., Time & Life Bldg., Rockefeller Center, N.Y. C.

Ceremonial helle with her cunning little parasol won't look the least bit old-fashioned worn on your lapel. Across the bottom of her skirt have your first name engraved. Antiqued silver finish on metal, about 2½" high. Engraving and tax included in price of $1.65. Order from Art Colony Industries, 69 5th Ave., New York.

Now—You, Too, Can Own A "Field Marshal's War Map" With Flags Marking Each Day's Shifting Tides of Battle

Beautiful, full color, down to the minute World Map, 43½" x 26½", is mounted on heavy, lacquered map-pin board, ready to hang on wall; with 80 colored flag markers of warring nations. As regions are captured and retaken, you move the flags in accordance with each day's headlines. Intriguing and educational. Price, $2.49, postage paid. SORRY no C.O.D.'s or charges.

Monogram in Needlework — a smart personal touch for this welcome hostess gift — and for your own guest room. And so easy to work! Complete with yarns, monogram stamped on canvas, 8½, with finished needlepoint monogram, 12½. Rack in ivory, mahogany or walnut finish.

Black, Starr & Gorham
Established 1810

Black, Starr & Gorham

8-Piece Supper Set... $15

Exactly right for informal wartime entertaining. And right, too, in gayety and good taste! Brightly decorated pottery supper set, consisting of large salad bowl, entrée or meat platter, and six plates, each with a different design. Complete set of 8 pieces, prepaid $15.

Mail orders filled promptly.

Black, Starr & Gorham

Belleville, Ill. • Fifth Avenue at 48th Street • East Orange

In buying items featured here, mention House & Garden

ManTEL Magic

Green-Eyed Pussy Cats

Fresh and Fragrant

Keep Rooms Fresh and Fragrant

A remarkable Beauty Cream for your furniture

Vernax, a collector's amazing discovery, containing vegetable ingredients and wax, will perform marvels in bringing new beauty and protection to your furniture. Use this gossamer wonder cream, just a few drops at a time, and see the wood's natural charm emerge in a lovely, soft, dry sheen . . . Museums and antique dealers use Vernax to help preserve the patina of fine pieces and to counteract the effects of age, dry air and neglect.

C. S. Hammond & Co., 80 Lexington Ave., Suite 413, New York. 25¢ additional West of Mississippi

Monogram

Price, $2.49, postage paid


8-Piece Supper Set...

Order the economical, large size (16 oz.), $1.00

Schieffelin & Co., 20-C Cooper Square, New York, N.Y.
At the end of a long, hard day
Hale's Six-Foot Bed
Extra-spacious, two concealed reading lights
...an invitation to read, relax and forget.

HURRICANE lamp with a flower-bordered china base and decorative crystal chimney to keep candles from flickering in the breeze. They're wonderful for outdoor dining in the summer. Another design has gold stars on the base. Priced at $7.50 a pair, exp. collect. From Frank Art Gift Shop, 305 Kingsbridge Rd., Bronx, N.Y.

Pea nut-size tea set of china for bibelot fanciers. There is a tiny teapot, sugar and cream pitcher, two cups and saucers in the set and all go on a tray that's just about 2 1/2" wide. In royal blue, rust or jade green backgrounds. Set with tray, $12.50; without tray, $10. Alfred Orlik, Inc., 421 Madison Ave., N.Y. C.

STERLING SILVER WEDDING RING
ASH TRAY OR CARD TRAY
The wedding gift that will be cherished forever! The anniversary gift of gifts for brides of yesterday! A lasting reminder of a happy occasion—a family heirloom in the years to come. San Gervasio's famous original orange blossom design, 4 1/4" in diameter. First name of bride and groom and wedding date engraved inside ring. $1.995 including tax and postage.

(please print names and date to be engraved. No COD!)

HURRICANE lamp with a flower-bordered china base and decorative crystal chimney to keep candles from flickering in the breeze. They're wonderful for outdoor dining in the summer. Another design has gold stars on the base. Priced at $7.50 a pair, exp. collect. From Frank Art Gift Shop, 305 Kingsbridge Rd., Bronx, N.Y.

Pea nut-size tea set of china for bibelot fanciers. There is a tiny teapot, sugar and cream pitcher, two cups and saucers in the set and all go on a tray that's just about 2 1/2" wide. In royal blue, rust or jade green backgrounds. Set with tray, $12.50; without tray, $10. Alfred Orlik, Inc., 421 Madison Ave., N.Y. C.
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In a shop that specializes in healthful foods we found this Wheat Germ that has double the potency of ordinary wheat germ, so full of Vitamin B, is it. 49c a 1 lb. package. Santay Peppermint Tea, delicious replacement of imported teas, 75c a large package. Plus postage, Kubie's Health Shop, 136 E. 57th St., New York.

Sprinkle a dash of flavoring on your food and a gay bit of color on your table by using these carrot and pumpkin salt and pepper shakers. They are of pottery and are made to resemble every vegetable that grows. The price is $2 for a set of 4, including postage. Order them from Ann Lawrence, 22 West 48th Street, N. Y. C.

In buying items featured here, mention House & Garden
Most of our readers are familiar with the operation of House & Garden's Reader Service, but for those who are in doubt let us explain. It is not a shopping service but its purpose is to help you purchase the merchandise portrayed in House & Garden.

Furniture, fabrics, wall and floor coverings which are sold generally throughout the country are credited in the magazine to the manufacturers. If the store in your city with which you deal does not have the merchandise, write us or have the store write us for further information. We will have the manufacturers send dimensions, colors and all the necessary details so the store may handle your order. If the store does not have a department which carries the type of merchandise you want, let us know and we will ask the manufacturer to send you the name of the store nearest you that can handle the order.

In almost every issue you will find a list of cooperating stores which will display merchandise shown in the special feature for that month. If the cooperating store cannot give you exactly the same item you see photographed it will provide something similar.

If you want to buy a lamp, for example, which is credited to a specific shop and accompanied by a price, make your check out to the order of that shop. Write the name of the shop on a stamped envelope, enclose your check and order and send the whole thing to House & Garden's Reader Service. We will have the envelope fully addressed and mailed promptly. Furthermore, we will advise you when this has been done. But please do not make out your checks to us as we are not equipped to do personal shopping.

The photographs of interiors of private residences which are reproduced in House & Garden are to help you with your decorating and furniture arranging problems. Naturally many of our readers become interested in the furnishings used in such photographs and would like to purchase duplicates. Whenever possible in these cases, we refer the reader to the person who was responsible for the decoration.

And let us not forget priorities. Due to the curtailment of the production of various materials it may not be possible for you to obtain certain merchandise. However, we shall continue to feature in House & Garden new merchandise of high quality and will do our best to see that it is available to you. Do not hesitate to write us if you have any questions as House & Garden's Reader Service is for your help.

Get away from it all—for awhile

There's another world waiting for you at Saratoga. A land of peace and rest and do-as-you-please when spring sun floods across pine forests and spouting geysers. Where life at The Gideon and a "Re-\n\ntoration Cure" at The Spa combine to melt away your war-weary nerves. The Gideon and its staff is waiting to cater to your whims. All the privacy and repose of a great country house. Food that deserves its national reputation. And cooks that know how to add deliciousness to selected or restricted diets! No car is needed. And since The Gideon is now so noted and desirable, inquiries and reservations should be made early. Privately operated, E. C. Sweeny, Lessee.
Anyone can apply

Resintone

the amazing new wall paint
that dries in 40 minutes

\[ $2.69 \]

A New Room for only

\[ $2.69 \]

ONE GALLON OF RESINTONE AT $2.69
WILL PAINT AN AVERAGE-SIZE ROOM

A new room, for $2.69 . . . in a single afternoon! That may sound like magic . . . but, with Wards Washable Resintone Paint, you can be your own magician, your own "professional decorator"! With a single gallon of Resintone, you can give NEW BEAUTY to all the walls and ceiling of an average-size room. You can do it yourself, quickly and easily! You can start the room after lunch, and sleep in the room that night! Without "Wet Paint" signs, without wet-paint smell! And without your friends guessing (till you tell them) that it wasn't a professional job. That's why we'll guess . . . that after you've tried this one-room beauty treatment you'll want Resintone pastels in every room in your home. Get your Free Folder showing Resintone's 13 lovely colors at your nearest Montgomery Ward store.

ON SALE ONLY AT Montgomery Ward . . . RETAIL STORES EVERYWHERE
Quality Note. Under the deep, soft drying texture of every Martex towel is the sturdiest towel construction known—the plied yarn underweave.

Beauty Note. It's so easy to specify the loveliest of bath towels for your trousseau collection—Martex, of course.

Dash off to a one-room paradise near camp if you must, but buy for the days ahead. Select your bath towels for their long-term loveliness and usefulness...with that "place of your own" in view. The few cents more that you spend for Martex quality comes back to you with interest. You'll get long-time service—and your husband's approval...for he, like you, will appreciate bath towels which dry quickly, thoroughly...and last.

We can not accept mail orders. Select from the patterns carried at your favorite store.

Wellington Sears Company, 65 Worth Street, New York, N. Y.

BUY ONLY WHAT YOU NEED...
SAVE YOUR MONEY IN WAR BONDS.
Dear Christina: To you is addressed my first letter as a "career" girl, for I want my former freshman protégé to know that her counselor of last year is now a student of the mechanics and mysteries of merchandising and actively engaged in selling paper. I know this news will rock you to the very soles of your sneakers, for you had probably cast me in quite a different role, as had my family. My first job of selling was to win them over, and I was so persuasive that I confirmed my conviction that this was my field and forte. I confess that my confidence was a bit diluted by the time I reported for duty, but it is rising daily, along with my enthusiasm, the more I learn about the paper I have to sell.

Paper is something that you and I have taken too much for granted, I fear, and sometimes we've been guilty of using a poor quality of it to carry our words. When I show the beautiful sheets that are made by Crane and note the care my customer takes in the selection and stamping, I find myself mentally apologizing to all my friends and relatives for the letters they have had from me on cheap paper.

Contrary to common belief, the best of paper, such as Crane makes, costs so little more that I am not afforded the excuse of economy for my former carelessness; especially when you may buy Crane's in "open stock," with envelopes in packets, for as little as a dollar.

Now that letters have again so completely come into their own, with families and friends writing to the men in the armed services, people are discovering the pleasure it is to put their words and hearts on paper that is worthy of both. So we are busy and in our busyness feel that we are making our contribution to the war; for in this service of supply we are the quartermasters of the materials that link the home front with the fighting front, uniting us all and keeping our courage high.

Forgive me if I have been making a customer of Crane's of you, but as a freshman in selling I felt I must try out my new-found enthusiasm on my dear, sophisticated sophomore.

Affectionately yours,
KATE

Your name, address and twenty-five cents, sent to Crane's, Dalton, Massachusetts will bring you six, smart, usable samples of Crane's correspondence papers.
War Bonds... for a Bride's Future —
Libbey Crystal... for Her Today

Today’s Bride, as always, looks to the future. Give her War Bonds to help build her home of tomorrow. But do not forget she is still a bride. Give her exquisite, hand-wrought Libbey Crystal that she may enjoy now. Its value enhances as the years go by. Libbey is fine crystal... designed to give sparkling beauty and dignity to any decor. Libbey Modern American stemware and decorative pieces can be seen at America’s finest stores. Cornucopias pictured, $25 the pair. Slightly more in the west. Libbey Glass Company, Toledo, Ohio.
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Farmer's cider
A couple of years ago we published on the Bulletin Board the recipe for Farmer's Cider, as that potent drink is concocted in Vermont. Recently we heard from Fred Abbey, horticulturist and ardent Vermonter, that during a 20° below spell he fed a gallon of that cider to his car when it refused to start and the darn thing ran the full 13 miles to the station and back.

Oysters and clams
Now that May brings in a month without an "r" in its name, and oysters go off the bills of fare, it may be too late to report the fact that there are no fewer than 150 different ways of preparing oysters and clams in cookery. These bivalves are second only to eggs in their adaptability for succulent dishes.

Contended life
One day James McHenry, the Revolutionary doctor, in writing to his friend Alexander Hamilton as to how life had treated him, set down these words that might well make the perfect epitaph for a contented man:

"I have built houses. I have cultivated fields, I have planned gardens. I have made poetry once a year to please my wife; at times got children and at all times thought myself happy".

Victory in Omaha
Last year House & Garden sent the last five copies of the Victory Garden poster to the Salvation Army in Omaha. These helped loyal enthusiasts to stimulate war gardening. Eighty-seven women planted their backyards. One of them, 82 years old, herself turned her soil and planted her seed and reaped her harvest. Approximately 50 acres were under cultivation. After enjoying quantities of fresh vegetables there was still enough to put up for the Winter, 6750 quarts to be exact. The way we figure it, that is precisely 1350 quarts per poster and a record of which Omaha may very justly be proud.

Those Oklahoma girls
When land grants became available in Oklahoma, and the great rush was on for homesteads, many localities were named for the courageous women who accompanied their pioneer husbands—or the equally courageous who were left behind to "carry on". So Oklahoma has such delightful town names as Ada, Bernice, Besie, Clarita, Corinne, Daisy, Enid, Estella, Fay, Gerty, Hazel, Isabel, Iona, Katie, Laura and so on down the alphabet.

Text for the rationed
At last, by searching through Ezekiel, we found the text for these rationed times. It is in the 4th chapter, the 16th verse: "And they shall eat bread by measure with care. They shall be hungry, and their food shall be prepared like the nations, and they shall drink water by measure with astonishment". So far water hasn't been rationed nationally and we imagine that people will certainly be astonished if it is.

On the Cover
The busy person working on the slipcover is using an F. A. Foster fabric in "Mayfair", a leaf bouquet design. Also shown are three coordinated patterns: "Marbury", all-over leaf; "Mansfield", foliage stripe; and "Madison", blending stripe. Wing chair, new springless construction, Martin-Season's Apple Green. Slacks and shirt from Peck & Peck.
From this terrace at Monticello

Thomas Jefferson, spyglass in hand,
could supervise the building of the University of Virginia
A CONFIDENT IDEALIST

Creative and inventive, Thomas Jefferson was prophetic of the American genius, says Richard Bennett, noted modern architect

During one of the crises that beset our early republic Jefferson confessed that he read as little as possible in the newsletters, finding strength and wisdom in reading of battles and heroes and sages of earlier days. Now that he himself stands out so boldly in that band of immortals we may well wonder how his convictions and vision apply to our day. This year many a speech has been made properly lauding his politics and statesmanship, his faith in his fellow man, his still profound influence on our democracy.

But coloring his public service, more important than his interest in antiquity, giving cause to his inventions and lighting all the facets of his titanic mind was his abiding love for his "little mountain"—Monticello. We are apt to think of Monticello as an exquisite piece of architecture, but to him, born at its base, Monticello was the name of a way of life on a virgin height to which his earliest imagination had aspired and to which he returned as quickly and as often as his public duties would allow.

Because Monticello meant this to him, looking at it today can explain much of Jefferson. We have been apt to overemphasize the surface facts: the architectural detail, the plan derived from Palladio, the dome from a Paris hotel. Why did he disdain his interest in antiquity, giving cause to his inventions and lighting all the facets of his titanic mind was his abiding love for his "little mountain"—Monticello. We are apt to think of Monticello as an exquisite piece of architecture, but to him, born at its base, Monticello was the name of a way of life on a virgin height to which his earliest imagination had aspired and to which he returned as quickly and as often as his public duties would allow.
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A CONFIDENT IDEALIST continued

with his bride on their wedding night to this same little house and then spent much of the night showing his drawings and explaining his plans for their home to be; all his life he sought new things for his home—he tore down, re-planned, and rebuilt through fires and wars and personal tragedy, never completely satisfied and always hoping to improve.

And this attitude and the lessons in foresight gained at Monticello must have stood him in good stead as he and Washington trudged with L'Enfant through rolling fields along the Potomac and dared to say that here they would put the capitol, and here an avenue one hundred fifty feet wide, and there would be the site for a monument to a great man not yet born. Their faith resulted in a plan which has unfulfilled possibilities to this day.

We, too, can plan and look ahead. Will our Monticellos, as the eighty-two-year-old Jefferson proudly wrote of his, be “a whole, entirely new and unique”?

Thomas Jefferson’s home, shown on these two pages, proves the versatility of its owner’s mind

Which way the wind blew as well as the time of day interested Jefferson. In the East Portico, he could see the clock, left, and an indicator, in ceiling, connected to the weathervane (upper picture).

The concealed stairway of Monticello, symbol of Jefferson’s love of privacy, was a striking departure from the majestically curving central staircase common to most large homes of the period.
The seven-day clock, designed by Jefferson and built in the workshop of Monticello, has cannon-ball weights which show the day of the week as they move down the wall.

Jeffersonian ingenuity is responsible for many "firsts" at Monticello. The parquet floor in the drawing room was the first one to be laid in America.

Another "first" is the dumb-waiter which allowed two bottles of wine to make a smooth, silent journey from the basement pantry to the dining room.

A revolving top on the writing table made stacks of reference material easily available. Jefferson stretched out his long legs—he was 6 feet tall—on the cushioned bench beneath.

Built-in beds are the rule at Monticello. Its master realized how much space a protruding bed takes from a room, so designed special bed alcoves for every bedroom.

The Georgian graciousness of Jefferson's home, like Jefferson's political liberalism, emphasizes pleasant living. This charming detail is the door from the hall to the living room. Even here we find the sly hand of the inventor in a system of levers which cause both doors to open when either one is moved.
EXTRAVAGANT living is, in a word, out. Caviar and red patent leather shoes have gone the way of Sunday Drives in the Country. But spirit-lifting touches are still important, and flowers, used simply, can boost morale and last year’s Spring suit. Infinitely smarter than heavy be-ribboned corsages are miniature bouquets—a single scarlet geranium, framed in its own leaves, a deep yellow rose set off by forget-me-nots, Shasta daisies tied by a narrow brown ribbon. Wear them with imagination, at your waist, on your purse. Descriptions of corsages, page 91.
with flowers

All festive flowers in a handbag
A yearful of flowers is the pretty promise of this quaint, sentimental “Calendar of Flowers” chintz, designed by Scott Wilson. Nosegays of birthday flowers, from the snowdrop of January to December’s holly, left, make a bright theme for a young bedroom.

Larger pattern, far left, combines the monthly flowers into bouquets. Both Foster fabrics from R. H. Macy. Above, the flowers in the chintz come to life.
UNITED NATIONS FLOWERS thrive in international harmony on "Flor-Allies" fabrics by Cohn-Hall-Marx.

South America’s orchid, Mexico’s cactus, Scotland’s thistle, Russia’s wheat and violets of Greece predominate on the cotton crash, right.

Britain’s rose, Holland’s tulip highlight a colorful faille, far right, accented by China’s plum-blossom, Canada’s maple leaf, U. S. goldenrod. Lattice-weave cotton in blended color, center. Allied flowers, below.
Earth, water and fire go into the making of china, that fragile yet enduring product of man’s skill and patience. Clay, dug from the earth, mixed with water to render it plastic, is shaped by the potter and then fired to render it hard. These same elements in varying amounts go into the making of earthenware, too, so how are we to distinguish between earthenware and china? One great cause of confusion is that china is an omnibus word—it has come to mean everything from the crudest earthenware to the finest service for the table.

Many people who suppose that they possess china really possess a fine grade of earthenware. There are a few simple tests, however, by which you can easily determine the difference. China, bone or otherwise, is first of all translucent. If you hold a piece of china to the light you can see the outlines of your hand behind it. This is not true of even the finest earthenware. Also, a china plate, when struck lightly with a pencil, gives a clear ringing note; earthenware does not. There are other tests which involve breaking the piece to determine the color and texture of the “body” but this would be a trifle drastic to apply to your favorite dishes.

Up to a point the making of china and earthenware is similar. Both are made of clay. China is made of china clay (kaolin), china stone (petuntse) and silica, and is fired at intense heat until it becomes vitreous or glasslike—hence its translucency. The formulas for earthenware vary but it is usually made of china clay and plastic clay with perhaps some china stone and is fired at less intense heat, so that it does not become vitrified.

One of the finest chinas made is bone china, produced in England for over one hundred and fifty years, and known wherever beauty is appreciated for its white body, its translucency, its long-wearing qualities and for its velvety glaze which permits an infinite variety of decoration.

One of the most fascinating things about the making of china is the potters’ jargon. A “bat” has nothing to do with belfries; it’s a flat piece of raw clay. “Jiggering” is the forming of plates on a revolving plaster of Paris mold. “Jollying” is not an English variety of teasing; it’s the process in which a mold forms the outside surface of such pieces as cups and bowls. And the potter’s “greenhouse” doesn’t harbor exotic flowers; it’s where the ware dries out before its first firing. A “saggar” doesn’t sag; quite the reverse. It’s a covered clay pot which contains the china to be fired, protects it from the flames and prevents it from warping. “Biscuit” is not edible; it is the ware after its first firing before the glaze is applied. The “glost oven” is where the glazing takes place.

When the China trade opened up the Orient, Chinese porcelains first found their way to the Continent. They were fabulously expensive, the ware of kings and nobles, and were extravagantly admired by people who up to that time had had to eat off mere... (Continued on page 82)
English China Patterns Old and New
A flair for color and a knack for putting unusual things together distinguish the Melvin E. Sawin house

Mrs. Sawin's favorite room in her house is the bedroom, above, which she planned for her daughter, its scheme taken from the old painted Norwegian chest under the window. She had the furniture especially made for the room by Childhood, Inc. Now used as a guest room it is occupied here by Miss Sharman Douglas, daughter of Lewis W. Douglas, head of the War Shipping Administration.

White milk glass, much of it old, left, on blue linen is the basis of Mrs. Sawin's favorite table setting. She fills a filigree basket with red geraniums; puts butter rosettes on each butter plate.
An old house, a garden and 165 acres to farm in Rhode Island are summer home and wartime job for the Melvin E. Sawins

When Mr. and Mrs. Sawin acquired Shadbrow Farm several years ago only two other families had owned it since Indian days. Its 165 acres and extensive salt meadows overlook Narragansett Bay, near Wakefield, Rhode Island; are part of an old grant called the Pettaquamscutt Purchase, ceded to the early settlers by the Indians. The present house, with its white clapboards and ancient windbreak of spruce and cedar, is about 120 years old. The story goes that the twin spruces flanking the door were planted by two early owners—a bride and groom.

But it was not only the charm of the old house and its local color which fascinated the Sawins. They were interested in practical, scientific farming and they saw in those 165 acres a chance to ride their engrossing hobby. From the first the farm has been a producing unit with a small dairy herd as well as crops of corn and hay, and more recently, a Victory vegetable garden.

The Sawins had Albert Harkness, architect, of Providence, remodel and restore the house for them. While the interior has been modernized to accommodate bathrooms, the basic plan has been retained with its narrow central hall and steep stairs, its small parlor on the right and even smaller library on the left. The simple, classic mantels and front door are reproductions of old ones found in similar houses.

Mrs. Sawin has done her own decorating with a sure hand. She has cleverly offset the smallness of the rooms by keeping the furniture in like scale, the backgrounds light. She has made no attempt to make the house into a period piece but has put together what she likes with complete assurance—Modern textures, 18th Century mahogany, Victorian parlor pieces, English floral chintzes.

Often a single piece of furniture has inspired an entire room as in the library on page 32 with its fine, antique desk, or the bedroom, opposite, which Mrs. Sawin planned for her daughter around an old, painted Norwegian chest. Now that her daughter is married this room serves as a guest room.

Mrs. Sawin spends seven months of the year at Shadbrow Farm, and all Winter she and Mr. Sawin go up each weekend. Their sons, David and Moulton, have devoted a large part of their vacations in the past to helping with farm work, but they are now in the armed forces. The Sawins, who in normal times employ three hired hands, are very worried indeed about the labor shortage, especially as they hope to enlarge their Victory garden and build up their Jersey milk herd this Summer. But they hope to be able to solve this problem which troubles so many farmers today.

Busy as they are, they enjoy entertaining and many of the pictures shown here were taken at a buffet luncheon which they gave last Summer for two young débutante friends of their sons. Among the guests were Assistant Secretary of War John J. McCloy and Mrs. McCloy, who, with their children, John and Ellen, summered in the guest cottage.
Books and antiques provide the basis of the library's quiet charm. A small room, its walls and carpet of soft light green make it seem larger. Mrs. Sawin planned it around the fine antique desk.

The parlor is a real parlor, with just a dash of very early Victorian to give it flavor and set off the early 19th Century mantel. The walls are peach, floral chintz is brown, peach and green.

Guests at Shadblow Farm, above, left. Mary Pease Hazard and Deborah Hunt, just before a buffet luncheon in their honor, with their hosts, David and Moulton Sawin. Above, center, left to right, Mrs. Sawin and a group of young people. Above: Assistant Secretary of War, John J. McCloy, Mrs. McCloy and their children, John J., Jr. and Ellen.
First luncheon guests arrive, and are greeted in the “dooryard” by Mr. and Mrs. Sawin and their sons, David and Moulton. Old boxwood flanks front door and encloses yard; red geraniums and bachelor buttons border stone walls. Legend says that twin spruce trees were planted by a bride and groom, who were early owners of house.

Walls of sunny yellow in the breakfast room match those of the main dining room with which it connects. Wall cupboards lined with blue-green set off a collection of fine old milk glass.

Garden view of L-shaped back of house overlooking a flagstone terrace and old well-head, shaded by ancient cedars and lilacs. Mrs. Sawin’s rose garden may be seen in the foreground.
Roast, broil, bake and boil in glass; in ovenware roasters, sizzling platters, seafood shells; in top-of-the-stove skillets, saucepans, double boilers; in 2-cup coffeemakers to save you time and labor. You can cook, serve, store in the same dish. It’s easy to clean. It’s fuel- and flavor-saving, as you needn’t lift lids to see what’s cooking. And it’s smart, good-looking enough to go from stove to table. Turn to page 94 for prices.
A rosy future for America's wines is predicted by Lucius Boomer, president of the Waldorf-Astoria.

For all its dark clouds, this war has its silver linings too. While it has brought many necessary restrictions to our tables, it has also developed in the American people both the willingness to become self-sufficient and the capacity to appreciate what we have.

Let conditions cut down the fresh and canned supplies of vegetables and fruits to which we are accustomed, and we raise them in our Victory Gardens. Let the wines of Europe be denied us, and we develop our own American vintages and an appreciation of them.

It is fairly certain that our generation will never again see either the quantity or the quality in the wines that once were imported from Europe. Vineyards devastated and neglected must be counted in the toll of destruction. Meantime, our vineyards, fortunately unaffected by war, have stepped up their production and the wineries have improved their products.

Since the repeal of prohibition the chart of American wines shows a constantly ascending graph. Improved production is paralleled by increased appreciation. Americans are alive to the fact that this country can and does produce excellent wines, and each year sees more of us enjoying them.

California, which supplies 90% of our wines, New York, Ohio, New Jersey, Illinois, Washington, each contribute their special qualities to our wine supply. And in each the vintners are constantly setting themselves higher and higher standards.

The realization of these facts caused me to assemble the new American wine list for the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel which is reprinted on the following pages.

Behind the 155 items contained in this list stretch months of patient, expert tasting and selection. Every possible source of reliable judgment was called in to assist us. The list contains what we feel is a representative selection to date of outstanding American wines.

They offer a wide range of uses at table and meet the requirements of many and diverse tastes. Beside their initial purpose of serving the patrons of a great hotel and presumably guiding other hotels in their choice of American wines, they can aid those who buy wines for home use. The average person, faced with a bewildering assortment of labels and names, may become discouraged. For that reason the list is divided into the kinds of wine to order in relation to the meal: aperitif wines which are offered before the meal starts, white wines and red wines according to the dishes which comprise the meal, sparkling wines which have an almost universal service, and sweet dessert wines and brandies which follow.

No hard and fast rule applies to the selection of a wine. Whether it be white or red, still or sparkling, dry or sweet, drink the wine that you most enjoy, the wine that agrees with you. The experience of generations, however, concurs in the classification which is used in the list—a dry white wine with fish and white meats and with red meats a more robust red wine. With these you are assured of complete enjoyment. And enjoyment followed by good digestion has always been the test of a wine.

Such a commonsense approach to the choice of wines dissipates the cloud of mystery with which some people have surrounded it. Wine is a natural accompaniment to most foods. It requires no more ceremony in serving than the dishes of a meal, and in day-to-day use, when desired, should cause no extraordinary comment. Americans will approach true temperance when they accept the serving of wines as a matter of course. Their enjoyment will be heightened by their choice of wine—and their manner of drinking it.

Wine is consumed slowly. A story is told of an old wine drinker teaching a young man how to relish wine. “First,” he said, “you hold the glass to the light to see its color. This is enjoyment by sight. Next you breathe its bouquet. This is enjoyment by smell. Then you take the first sip—and that is enjoyment by taste.” Such slow-paced drinking of wine aids digestion, warms the heart, drives away care and affords refreshment to offset the headlong rush of modern living.

While, as the saying goes, good wine needs no bush, it is worthy of appreciation and conversation. Before it comes to your table it has known the sun of Spring and Summer and ripening Autumn and the gentle rains. It has had the care of the men who tend the vines and the knowledge and experience of experts who watch the crushed grapes fermenting and decide how long the wine should mature in the wood and how long in the bottle before it is ready to send out into the world.

Maurice Healy, a great English amateur authority on wines, has given us his counsel on how best to relish them: “Never drink wine with anger in the heart. Never drink it without remembering some absent friend—and be sure that the hand which holds the glass is steady.”

The Waldorf-Astoria's list of American vintages is reprinted on the next two pages →
Salute to our country's vintners, and to the Waldorf Astoria whose new wine list, reprinted here, can introduce them to you. Another to Editor Richardson Wright, who helped prepare it.

AMERICAN APPETIZER WINES

These are served in place of cocktails, irrespective of the dishes to follow.

Sherry
Pale Sherry, American Wine Company
Pale Dry, Beaulieu Vineyard
Private Stock Sherry, Beringer Bros.
Bonivar Aperitif, Hudson Valley Wine Co.
Dry, Inglenook Vineyards
Extra Dry, Larkmead Winery
Pale Dry, L. M. Martini
Pale Dry Sherry, Pleasant Valley Wine Co.
Medium Dry, Hartley, Shewan-Jones
Dry, Simi Wineries
Golden, Simi Wineries
Dry Sherry, The Engels & Kudwig Wine Co.
Pale Dry, Simi Wineries
Golden, Simi Wineries
Dry Sherry, The Engels & Kudwig Wine Co.
Pale Dry, Simi Wineries
Golden, Simi Wineries
Dry Sherry, The Engels & Kudwig Wine Co.
Pale Dry, Simi Wineries
Golden, Simi Wineries
Dry Sherry, The Engels & Kudwig Wine Co.
Pale Dry, Simi Wineries
Golden, Simi Wineries
Dry Sherry, The Engels & Kudwig Wine Co.
Pale Dry, Simi Wineries
Golden, Simi Wineries
Dry Sherry, The Engels & Kudwig Wine Co.
Pale Dry, Simi Wineries
Golden, Simi Wineries

Vermouth
Nollet Dry French, Alpha Distributing Co.
Roberti Sweet Italian, Alpha Distributing Company
American Sweet Vermouth Italian Type, Meier's Wine Cellars
Miramar Vermouth (Sweet or Dry)
Dry French Type, San Gabriel Vineyard

WHITE TABLE WINES

Because they are more delicate than red wines, white wines blend better with lighter foods. For example, white wines go especially well with oysters, fish, chicken, squab, turkey, cold meats, cream dishes, and egg dishes.

White table wines vary in color from pale straw to deep gold. Between different kinds of white table wines there is a marked variation in flavor. Some white wines are extremely dry and piquant; others are sweet and full bodied. A few are so sweet that they are also used as dessert wines.

CALIFORNIA

**Dry Sauterne Types**

Dry Sauterne, Beaulieu Vineyard
Made from the Semillon grape, typically mellow, full bodied, reminiscent of a Graves.

Dry Sauterne, Beringer Bros.
Light and dry with an excellent bouquet and flavor.

Dry Sauterne, Fountaingrove Vineyard
A fragrant, medium-bodied white wine.

Dry Sauterne, Wente Brothers
Truly a dry Sauterne having the full Sauterne body made principally from Semillon grapes.

**Sweet Sauterne Types**

Chateau Beaulieu, Beaulieu Vineyard
A luscious wine of the d'Yquem type.

Haut Sauterne, Concannon Vineyard
Full bodied fruity wine.

Sauterne, Cresta Blanca
A not too dry, general use wine of the Graves type.

Sauterne, Cribari & Sons
A well balanced semi-sweet wine.

Semillon, Inglenook Vineyards
Made from the Semillon grape and about as sweet as the average Sauterne.

Sauterne, Colomboet, Mt. St. Helena Vineyard
One of the finer dry Sauterne types.

Chateau Novitiate, Novitiate of Los Gatos
A successful blend of Muscat de Frontignan, Muscadelle du Bordelais, Sauvignon Blanc, and Semillon grapes. It has the body and pleasant fullness of a sweet French Grapes Superieur.

Chateau Lejon, Shewan-Jones, Inc.
A soft, sweet white wine, golden and velvety, rich in flavor and aroma, of excellent quality.

Semillon, Simi Wineries
A light, medium sweet wine of excellent quality.

Sauvignon Blanc, Wente Brothers
With heavy body due to the Sauvignon Blanc grape's richness and exquisite bouquet, this is one of the finest white wines produced in the United States. A perfect selection to accompany roast meat or fowl and heavy fish dishes.

Sweet Semillon, Wente Brothers
A delightful, sweet Sauterne, made entirely of the true Sauterne grapes. Semillon, Sauvignon Blanc and Muscadelle du Bordelais. A full, smooth, rich wine, excellent with roast meat or fowl and heavy fish dishes, incomparable for dessert.

**Chablis Types**

Chablis, Beaulieu Vineyard
Made from the Melon de Bourgogne and Pinot Blanc de la Loire grapes, dry, full in body, with a clean fragrant aroma.

Private Stock, Beringer Bros.
Dry, full bodied with considerable tartness.

Chablis, Christian Brothers
A light, pleasant dry wine.

San Benito, Cribari & Sons
Light and dry with a pleasant bouquet.

Chablis, Fountaingrove Vineyard
Light, brisk, dry wine.

White Pinot, Inglenook Vineyards
A true white Burgundy type.

Mountain Folle Blanche, L. M. Martini

Boyer Pinot, Chaps & Company

Pinot Noir, Chaps & Company

Pinot Noir, Chaps & Company

Pinot Noir, Chaps & Company

Pinot Noir, Chaps & Company

Pinot Noir, Chaps & Company

Pinot Noir, Chaps & Company

Pinot Noir, Chaps & Company
Dry, refreshing with a pleasant tartness.

Folle Blanche, Paul Masson
A fresh, light bodied white wine.

Pinot Blanc Vrai, Paul Masson
A wine of great character, full bodied, completely dry.

Pinot Chardonnay, Paul Masson
Delicate and perfectly balanced, one of America's finest dry white wines.

Private Cellar, Colombet
Dry, full bodied, particularly recommended with fish and oysters.

Pinot Blanc, Simi Wineries
Livermore Pinot Blanc, Wente Brothers
This dry, soft and delicate wine is made from one of the two white Burgundy grapes.

Livermore Pinot Chardonnay, Wente Bros.
One of the truly great white wines of California, made from one of the true white Burgundy grapes.

**Rhine Wine Types**

Beauclair, Beaulieu Vineyard
Made from Johannisberg Riesling grapes, the aristocrat of the Riesling family, dry, light in body, fresh in taste with a delightful bouquet.

Moselle, Beaulieu Vineyard
Made from Sylvaner grapes, fruity, light, with color of a greenish cast.

Riesling, Fountaingrove Vineyard
Sprightly, dry, clean tasting.

Traminer, Inglencook Vineyars
Dry with the special taste of this Alsatian grape.

Sonoma Sylvaner, L. M. Martini
Fresh, fruity, in character similar to an Alsatian.

Moselle, Colombet, Mt. St. Helena Vineyard
Tart and refreshing.

Johannisberg Riesling, Valliant & Son Vineyards
Pale, sprightly, clean, closely resembles a true Rhine wine.

Grey Riesling, Wente Brothers
Soft, delicate and fragrant.

**NEW YORK STATE**

**Sauterne Types**

Haut Sauterne, Pleasant Valley Wine Co.
A heavy, rich, fruity, sweet type.

Dry Sauterne, Taylor Wine Company
A medium, dry white wine of the Graves type.

Sauterne, Urbana Wine Company
A medium bodied, sweet wine typical of the Finger Lakes district.

Sauterne, Vineyardists
Moderately sweet, full aroma, flavor.

Lake Niagara, Widmer's Wine Cellars, Inc.
Made from the sweet, green Niagara grape, this wine is fruity and mellow and about as sweet as a good Barsac.

Lake Elvira, Widmer's Wine Cellars, Inc.
The Elvira grape produces a wine of a sprightly bouquet and distinctive flavor.

**Chablis Types**

Chablis, Widmer's Wine Cellars
Light, dry, flinty.

Chablis, Vineyardists
Very pale, dry, zestful.

**Rhine Wine Types**

Rhine, Pleasant Valley Wine Company
A light, dry wine.

Rhine, Taylor Wine Company
Light, fresh wine, dry in taste.

Rhine, Vineyardists
Dry, slightly tart, flowery flavor.

Lake Delaware, Widmer's Wine Cellars
As fragrant, fresh and tangy as a young Rhine wine, made entirely from Delaware grapes grown on steep hillside vineyards near Lake Canandaigua.

Widmerheimer, Widmer's Wine Cellars
A light bodied New York State wine of a Moselle type.

**OTHER WINE DISTRICTS**

**Sauterne Types**

Sauterne, American Wine Company
Medium, sweet and fruity.

Haut Sauterne, Meier's Wine Cellars
A rich, fruity wine.

Island Delaware, Engels & Krudwig Wine Co.
A soft and fragrant Delaware wine that has aged remarkably well in the bottle, from the Lake Erie Islands of Ohio.

**Rhine Wine Types**

Rhine, American Wine Company
A fresh, dry white wine.

(Continued on page 69)
SLIPCOVER: Sleight of hand changes this studio living room of E. Helen Dunbar, designer, not only from Winter to Summer, but changes its whole basic style and color scheme as well.

Walls remain the same citron green the year round, but Summer sees them set off by bold tropic contrasts, red and white sailcloth slipcovers on sofa, hupperch, tropical chintz on armchair, gaily colored Mexican accents. For Winter, a moss green carpet replaces dark bare floor, subtle texture the lively pattern, muted Chinese accessories the bright Mexican ones.
Slipcover sleight-of-hand

Be it permanent home or temporary abode,

slipcovers top all decorating tricks this year

Now you see it, now you don’t—the worn spot on the chair arm, the antiquated bedhead doing a disappearing act under a bright Spring slipcover. A deft wave of the hand, a dash of imagination, a few hours with scissors and sewing machine and lo!—you have a new house, slipcovered from lampshade to footstool.

But magical as its effect may be, slipcovering is the simplest, most practical short-cut to decorating these days. Slipcovers bring color and freshness to drab surroundings, hide worn or soiled upholstery, change attic horrors to smart, usable pieces, preserve fine coverings from coal smoke and wear and tear.

To conceal and conserve is the two-point wartime program of slipcovers. To conceal the bad and conserve the good is wise decorating policy for the duration or anytime.

Though many fabrics and colors have gone to war, there are available a variety of attractive materials. The most practical are the tightly woven textures that shed dust, and are easily tubbed. Cottons of many sorts both plain or printed are ideal, and cotton is, of course, our most plentiful fiber these days. And the best thing about slipcovers is that, given a bit of skill and determination, you can make your own. Of course, the stores will do an excellent job for you but with the labor shortage, you may have to wait a while. So if you are even moderately handy and will follow directions carefully (see step-by-step guide on pages 44, 45) there is no reason why you should not make your own and get a thoroughly professional effect.

If you feel a little hesitant about plunging in alone, go down to your local Singer Sewing center and inquire about their budget lessons in sewing for the home. If you don’t own a sewing machine, you won’t be able to rent one due to government regulations, but by going to the center and registering for a two-hour lesson (or more) you can have the use of a machine, with pointers from the instructor if you need them.

If you are in rented quarters, and are finding them depressingly dreary, gay slipcovers for the mission oak or the taupe frieze, a cover for the President Taft era cane bedhead, a skirted dressing table will boost your morale more than you think.

There are so many ways that slipcovers can come to your aid to disguise, smarten and protect. You can combine materials—plain and patterned; use contrasting trim; adapt dress material, tickings, corduroy, sheeting and so forth. You can slipcover everything in the room in the same fabric, or you can combine related patterns and colors. You can appliqué your monogram on a slipcover for the headboard of your bed, you can slipcover a wall, a radiator, a piano stool. You can disguise ugly, old-fashioned evesores (see page 43); or you can make many-purpose couch covers to take with you if you are an army wife on the move (see page 46), and standard size pillow covers that go with you and fit the average bed pillow everywhere.

FOR STORES FEATURING "SLIP ONE OVER ON YOUR HOUSE," SEE PAGE 16
Slipcover scrapbook

Nine practical suggestions for gaily sprucing up your house with slipcover fresheners

MONOGRAM OVERHEAD
Cut your monogram from a piece of candy stripe material and appliqué on a plain or quilted slipcover for your bedhead. Outline the edges and pillowcase in the same stripe.

SLIPCOVER CHANGEABOUTS
You can give the same chair an entirely different face with different slipcovers—plan a sleek one with trim box flounce for tailored rooms, a high-waisted flounce for feminine effect.

ONE ROOM—ONE FABRIC
Cover everything in one sturdy fabric, such as blue-and-white or green-and-white striped mattress ticking, for a smart, cooling Summer effect. A notched border bound in plain material or cotton moss fringe adds interest, as do ticking valance and picture frames.

PINAFORE TREATMENT
Plain fabric combined with a patterned one relieves the eye from too much pattern and can be made to give the chair a quaint pinafored look. A slipcover for the coffee table protects the top and carries out the theme.
TRY DRESS GOODS
For your bedroom especially, investigate the dress goods counter for calico prints, seersuckers, percales. They make charming dressing table skirts, covers for lampshades, wastebaskets, mirrors.

NOTES ON TAILORING
Accent seams on plain cover with welting of contrasting color. Contrasting band on bottom and small blocklike cushions emphasize squarish outlines.

SWAGS FOR SWISH
Draped swags around the skirt of an otherwise plain cover give it an old-fashioned air, keyed to 19th Century rooms. Make the swags separately to snap on, so they can be removed for cleaning.

SLIP ONE OVER ON THE WALL
A slipcover panel for a wall can be put across an unused door to provide more wall space; it also gives a cool summery effect. Lash top and bottom to drapery rings and screw eyes in molding.

BACKWARD GLANCES
Big buttons add interest to the back of dining room chairs and hold slipcover in place. Flaps may be lined and buttonholes bound with lining material. The same idea can be applied to a small table, where buttons would be decorative rather than functional.
Clever disguises done with slipcovers

They will cover a hard fact or two, and smarten up many a necessary evil.

That carved and caned bedstead of the President Taft era can be smartened with a quilted slipcover. Fill high headboard space with stand-up pillow.

Dressing table from packing box. Turn on side, bracket shelf underneath, cut smooth plywood top, and cover all with slipcover skirt and scalloped top.

If you're an army wife and just living in a trunk these days, make it a trim padded slipcover. Pack for traveling and use it to make a window seat at each stop.

Make a dressing table bench from the old piano stool. Paint with flat paint, pad top, add fringe (left). Or (right) skirt bottom separately so seat can turn.

Slipcover that gingerbreadly table and turn it into a smart drum. If it has stretchers you can have a piece of plywood cut to place on them and make a shelf. The skirt of the cover buttons down to the floor like flaps of a tent.
The piano bench can be a plus in your living room instead of a minus, with a to-the-floor fringed cover held in non-skid position at corners by cord ties.

Fireside banquette or low bench for the foot of your bed from a standard wooden packing box. Light seat pad rests on cover made of four flaring side pieces.

Plain kitchen chairs disguised in pinafore checks and ruffles, or skirted in streamlined quilted damask, dignified enough for any room in the house.

Make a bolster for your day-bed by rolling blankets the length of couch in a piece of fabric matching the cover. Tie ends with gay cord. Solves storage problem.

The misplaced radiator, often slightly askew, in Summer can wear a slip-cover, gay with stripes. Make frame of wood, reinforce corners and cover.

If you have to live with an eyesore chandelier you never use anyway, tie it up for the Summer with tafatian or net like a parrot cage at night. Decorate with rosettes. And if it is a gem, this protects it from Summer dust.
How to make your own slipcovers

These twenty steps, plus skill and a dash of courage, will guide you from bolt to finished cover.
1. Measure as on diagram; add dimensions, plus 1" for each seam, 8" for each tuck-in. Allow for matching pattern. Estimate three times around chair for pleats, twice for gathers.

2. Place material on chair, centering pattern and chalk outline of chair back on fabric. Material is always placed wrong side out, except when using bound seams (see cover).

3. Place fabric on table, square up rough chalk lines with ruler, cut out, allowing about 4" beyond chalk line at bottom and sides for tuck-in, 1" or 2" at top for seams.

4. Place piece over back of chair and tuck in a little at sides and seat to hold steady, but leave edges out so that side and seat pieces may be pinned to them later on.

5. Cut piece for back after chalking roughly, allowing 1" (or even a little more for safety) for seams. Fit from the bottom up, and anchor with pins before pinning at top to front.

6. Now place fabric on seat, chalk outline as above, and cut, allowing 4" margin around back and sides for tuck-in, 1" in front for seam. Shape to arm, trim, leaving 1" for seam.

7. Next fit your fabric over the arm, placing so that pattern matches on both arms and lines up with seat and back. Trim, allowing for seam; allow 4" on inside at seat for tuck-in.

8. Outline roughly shape of outside of chair, fold fabric face to face, matching pattern exactly, cut allowing amply for seams. This gives two pieces, for right and for left side.

9. Now take large scraps of fabric, and fit on inside of wings (if any) matching pattern carefully. Allow for tuck-in on side, and make tiny pleats to fit over rounded surfaces.

10. Pattern must match exactly on both front pieces of arms. Chalk and cut roughly allowing for seams as in No. 8. Pin to over-arm pieces and front apron.

11. Now match and cut a strip for front below seat; this is "apron." Allow 1" all around for seams. Extra material around seat and sides of back is tucked in, seams are now pinned.

12. There are many ways of treating seams; welting is recommended for a neat effect and extra strength. Ordinary small welting can be pinned into the seams while cover is on chair.

13. In order to get cover off of chair unpin back seam as high as is necessary. With some chairs you will need to unpin both back seams. Leave welting pinned to one side.

14. If you want moss fringe or heavy welting in seams, baste it in after cover is removed. Take out a few pins at a time, baste in trim along pin line. Do not put in tuck-in seams.

15. It is recommended that amateurs baste all seams before beginning to stitch. Then put cover back on chair; if there are any bulges, you can rip and refit to glove-like smoothness.

16. If there are cushions, fit them separately. Center pattern of fabric and chalk outline, cut, matching top and bottom. Fit and pin side pieces, leave opening for removing cushion.

17. Box pleated flounce is one of many finishes. For even measuring, notch piece of cardboard the size of "box" you want, notch size for "fold-under" and space between pleats.

18. When you stitch seams use the cording foot attachment on your sewing machine. It holds material on one side so you can stitch very close to welting, following basting line.

19. Turn cover on right side and put back on chair. Now pin in tape with upholstery snaps, or slide fastener if available. Patented, non-priority tapes with buttons are available too.

20. Use narrow cording foot to stitch snap tapes. If you want more personal guidance in making slipcovers, your local Singer Sewing Center gives wartime budget lessons.
Slipcovers to take with you

Ideas for daybed and cushion covers that travel well
and are at home in all sorts of situations

Laced to fit

These move-about times bring a whole new set of problems, and move-about slipcovers are one of them. The couch cover which will fit the double, the single or even the medium daybed and keep its tailored character through all phases is something many a lady-on-the-move has dreamed of. So House & Garden has evolved, left, a pattern for a laced-up daybed cover, which adjusts simply.

How it works is shown in plan above. Cover is made wide enough for double bed, standard size of 52" with drop of 20". Twelve curtain rings or buttonhole stitched loops are put on corners 2" apart as indicated in sketch. On a double bed four will run across top of each corner, leaving four on each side below to lace. For a single, or 36" couch, tuck sides under mattress 4" and lace corners tight.

Laced pillow covers to go with this couch cover can be made to fit any size pillow. Give an ample foldover, sewing rings 6" to 1" back from edge on one side, and only 1" or 2" back on other. Leave ends open, but allow ample fabric to extend beyond ends of pillow to adapt to different lengths. This may be made of a variety of materials. Sturdy textures are best.

Magic square

Not quite a magic carpet, but for traveling about from place to place the large rectangle of corduroy or velvet in your favorite shade will be adaptable in all sorts of ways. Most orthodox, of course, is the cover for the daybed which must also serve as sofa. If you have a bedroom it can take the place of an unattractive spread.

Companion pieces to this ensemble are a pair of wide-hemmed pillow cases (above) made to fit standard-size bed pillows. They dress up a regular bed, add to the studio couch.

You'll find the corduroy rectangle useful in other ways too; hooks pinned to one end make a lavish drapery for the window; it can also pinch hit for a portiere if your temporary quarters call for one. With corners rosetted and tied over a card table it makes an attractive color note, see below. You can also drape it over an impossibly upholstered lounge chair, tucking in sides neatly.
This versatile corner of Joseph Platt’s New York apartment is at once game room, dining room and conservatory. Polished parquet floor sets off white Regency chairs and marble-topped table. A Bluebonnet blue console table, set against the panel mirror, holds tall pink Sevres urns, low cachepots of rubrum lilies. The large picture window panoramas Central Park.

Convertible corner
Grand Rapids fights for the nation through her craftsmen
Grand Rapids, like many U.S. towns, was built by eager young pioneers, the homesteaders whose sons today still carve our traditions

Beyond her great sprawling metropolises, wide acres of farmland, thousands of crossroads hamlets, the life blood of America flows through her bustling prosperous middle-size cities duplicated by the hundreds through the land. Mostly industrial in character, these cities are playing a vital part in our war effort—their factories converted at least in part, their workers re-allocated, their industries cramped by priorities, but still carrying on. Typical is Grand Rapids whose brief biography we give you here and on the next twelve pages.

Like many another American city of its size, Grand Rapids began as a gleam in a businessman’s eye. Louis Campau, whose picture appears below, was a trader roaming through the wilds of Michigan and doing a lucrative trade with the Indians. He took one look at the rich bottom lands along the Grand River which were later to become the site of the city. The Indians were friendly, the land rich and pleasing, the river offered easy means of transporting goods. And Campau decided to stay.

A few years later when government representatives came to survey the land, they, too, thought the country promising—so much so that it turned out to be almost a race to the Land Entry Office—a race which Campau won over Government Surveyor Lucius Lyon by only a few hours. This rivalry led to an odd contretemps in the plan of the city, which still puzzles visitors today.

Campau, having secured first choice, plotted out forty acres at the bend of the river; his rival, Lyon, was forced to take second-best, or the forty acres to the north. But Campau, angry at Lyon for jeopardizing his plans, made the north boundary of his plot a continuous row of lots and vowed he would allow no street to cross it. In repayment Lyon also plotted a solid block of lots. And you can see the amusing results on the early map at lower left—results which still exist.

Even before the land was opened to homesteaders many eager young settlers had joined Campau. And others soon followed. One of the earliest of these was cabinetmaker William Haldane, soon to be followed by Samuel Butler and Archibald Salmon—fathers of the great furniture industry for which the city is renowned today. The adjoining forests had raw material aplenty—abundant pine, hardy oak, black walnut and tough white maple. And the pioneers learned to work first in these woods, for their own use. However, by 1848, Haldane had installed a circular saw and a lathe, had a force of seven craftsmen working under him, and the first furniture factory in Grand Rapids was born.

The little community was a lonely one, isolated from its fellow hamlets by the vast forests which covered most of the state at that time. Distances between towns seemed vast, because the roads were so bad—the journey to Detroit, for example, which today takes only about an hour by plane took a fortnight of rugged travel in the ’40s.

Even so, once the rumor of the Grand Rapids cabinet makers (Cont’d on page 90)
LIKE many another bustling modern American city, Grand Rapids was, quite literally, hacked out of the wilderness by an intrepid little group of pioneers, seeking to wrest homes and security from the land.

Its first settler was a shrewd young French Canadian, Louis Campau, who in 1826 founded a small trading post for commerce with the Indians. Soon other adventurous young men joined him.

There was an abundance of wood in the nearby forests and these pioneers, remote from civilization, had to supply their own furniture needs. Already by 1836 the village boasted a cabinet shop; soon Grand Rapids was shipping locally made furniture to supply nearby towns. It has grown steadily ever since to become one of the world furniture centers.

Log jam in 1883 before old Grand Rapids Chair Co., one of the earliest furniture plants. No raw material problem here.

A thousand and one U. S. Main Streets were outlined with hitching post and barberpole, like Campau Square in 1873.

To barter with the Indians young Louis Campau in 1826 founded the river trading post which became city of today.

From small cabinet shops, such as this early one of William and Julius Berkey, the city grew to furniture center.
Mile-long rapids gave city its name, delighted passengers on the picturesque river boats of the 70's, shown above.

Three years before Civil War, this picture shows city was half neat New England, half primitive frontier town.

Stone from the Grand River was used for many early houses, still gives flavor to much of the city's architecture.

Campau Square, heart of the business district today, as it looked in 1860's. Gas lights were a "modern" innovation.

Fourteen hours to Kalamazoo: stage coach traveled the fifty-mile stretch, in 1855, at three-and-a-half miles an hour.
Early in its career Grand Rapids reached for the finer expressions of living.

The hard years of early struggle, no different in 19th Century Michigan than in 16th Century Massachusetts, ended at last. Followed years of steady growth, prosperity and the building of some of the city's substantial homes, bringing an air of permanence with them.

The people of Grand Rapids had come, in waves of overland migration, from the New England states, New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio. Quite naturally, the architecture of the first important residences reflected the traditions of the Eastern states, as the "old country" always influences—for a time—the culture of the new.

The houses shown on these two pages, all still in use, are representative of the architectural mutations of the 19th Century in a thriving Middle Western community.

Handhewn logs of oak and walnut form the structural framework of the old Phillips house, above, now owned by Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Duncan. Highly reminiscent of its New England prototypes, it has seen a hundred years of Grand Rapids' history.

Stoutly-built, and carefully-designed, the old houses wear well. At right, for example, is the home of Mr. Robert W. Irwin, which, built ten years before the Civil War, has never needed more than summary repairs. It is noted for its fine mahogany doors and paneling.

From the river-bottom came the stone for the old Turner house, above, built in 1845-6 by the first clerk of the "Town of Kent", now Grand Rapids. When this doorway was built, only a rough trail led to the house—elloquent evidence of pioneer aspirations.
The peaked gables and ornamental bargeboards of the Kirkpatrick house, above, begun in 1846, show the variety of architectural styles that blossomed simultaneously in the 19th Century Middle West. Built of solid stone, it is said to have taken three years to complete.

A classic portico, above, Colonial architecture's most familiar idiom, brought the memory of New England commons to the great forests of Michigan in 1847. Surviving many owners and vicissitudes, it is now the home of Mr. L. T. Wilmarth.

The Greek Revival survives in Michigan in this unusually fine example, above, now the home of the Grand Rapids Art Gallery. The Doric columns once graced the Ottawa House, at Port Sheldon, Mich., were hauled forty miles by ox-cart to their present home in 1845.

A famous Hudson Valley style is recognizable in this house, left, built about 1852. Originally surrounded by apple orchards and farm lands, the similarity to the homes of the mid-Hudson's fruit lands must have been striking. It is now used as a kindergarten.
Grand Rapids and her craftsmen go to war

Yesterday, these craftsmen made furniture for American homes. Today, as part of Grand Rapids' expansive war production program, they make everything from tanks and planes to shells and ship fittings to protect those homes. Notable example is "Grand Rapids Industries" glider program, shown on these two pages.

Woodworkers' roll call now includes many women who make small assemblies, sew fabric to wings, apply coats of finish to parts. Plants find women accurate, careful.

Margin for error is small: fraction of an inch deviation from specifications would mean rejection by inspector. Lady-inspectors work same 48-hour, 6-day week as men.

After the war, what? Deans of the furniture industry, Stuart Foote and Robert W. Irwin, talk over potential changes in design and manufacture for furniture of future.

For quick drying, special heating lamps new to furniture makers are used. Such fresh techniques learned through war may influence furniture structure at war's end.

Inspectors trained by the industry's exacting cabinetwork standards have proved wisdom of converting extant skill to war work, check construction at every stage.
Streamlined to meet the wind, leading (or front) edges of glider wings are curved to create the air foil for lift. Here: leading edges of wings before assembly.

For pattern, Swiss cheese has nothing on the huge sheets of plywood which are shaped to make framework of glider. Here a workman smooths edges for inspection.

Cabinetmakers from furniture benches are reserved for most exacting tasks of glider construction; prove invaluable for planning; handle difficult assemblies, as here.

Woodworking tools used in glider program, from simple plane (at work above) to complicated clamps and presses, were adopted overnight from furniture benches.

In hundreds of American cities, energies, skills are pooled to help win the war. Typical is cooperative effort of 16 Grand Rapids furniture firms who work together as “Grand Rapids Industries, Inc.” Members include: Baker, Wm. A. Berkey, Brower, Grand Rapids Chair, Hekman, Imperial, Johnson, Kindel, Mueller, Widdicomb, John Widdicomb. How their craftsmen mass-produce Army gliders (below), we show here.

Waterproof plywood is raw material for most of G. R. I. program, is made and shaped locally by Haskelite. Amazingly light, Haskelite plane nose can be carried by one man; see above.
Modern for America—high colors, blond woods
Furniture for the home front

Grand Rapids is still building—for war or peace
— a tradition of fine craftsmanship

Through the demands of war work, many techniques and methods are being developed which tomorrow can be applied to building a better world. One example is seen in the finishes now being made by the Grand Rapids Varnish Co.; for besides their fine furniture finishes such as "Guardsman", they now make others for every type of war article. New fast-drying ones for bombs. New tougher-than-ever finishes for tanks. Special ones for gliders and planes (such as right at Berkey & Gay), for artillery, for anti-aircraft shells. Unrelated to furniture finishes these things may seem; but at war's end, when results are applied to civilian goods, they should presage furniture finishes of even greater beauty and toughness.

French Provincial, though high style, has become increasingly popular in recent years, especially in such pieces as these by John Widdicomb. Green-blue walls and a fresh white chintz bespattered with pink roses, green leaves make a striking background here for the rich woods. Handsome, practical, in Guardsman finish, they should keep their looks, resist mars, scratches, heat and alcohol stains.

American Modern, in past decade has evolved as indigenous U. S. style, is slated for further development after the war. Characteristic are its blond finishes, here Guardsman, by Grand Rapids Varnish Co., and clean cut designs, left, like these by Widdicomb, at their best in dramatic schemes. Walls are terra cotta, sofa is brilliant green. Striped curtains of green and white chintz accent the contrast.
Furniture in a great tradition

Grand Rapids has adapted the best styles of the past to today, added many new original designs.

Classic 19th Century

Formal, yet livable, this dining room combines classic mahogany pieces by Robert W. Irwin in a color scheme of high sophistication. Dark plain walls act as dramatic counterpoint to the striking curtains, of white faille patterned in daisies—pink, blue and yellow. Chair seats are covered in champagne-colored, hammered satin. Furniture, fabrics, wallpaper were designed by Joseph B. Platt for Pendec.

In the Colonial manner

This bedroom could fit appropriately into great house or small, into town apartment or country home, so universal is the appeal of its fine mahogany furniture by Kindel. To play up its rich wood tones, the walls were given a fresh ivy paper, the bed a dust ruffle and pillow of green and white chintz. Quilted counterpane, dotted Swiss curtains and tester, are snowy white to carry out bandbox look.

Furniture for the home front is important; and Grand Rapids still makes a good variety of pieces in your favorite styles—18th Century, classic 19th Century, Colonial, Modern and French Provincial—as we have shown here and on the two preceding pages. And though a large part of her energies are busied with war work, she still maintains her high standard for civilian furniture. More details on page 87.

Traditional 18th Century

Time-tested and infinitely variable, 18th Century type designs have been a favorite for many years. Testament to their adaptability is this room, right, planned around mahogany, pickled pine and lacquer pieces by Baker. Deep clear green walls contrast effectively with the woods, the white hand-carved V’Soske rug. The chintz for draperies, slipcovers, carries clusters of bright red roses, green leaves.
Traditional flavored with bright modern color
Cooperative venture:
Grand Rapids Furniture Makers Guild

Among American business enterprises is an association such as the Grand Rapids Furniture Makers Guild, founded in 1931. A cooperative group of nine furniture factories, the Guild manufacturer-members are friendly competitors acting together to confirm a single high standard of craftsmanship.

Each firm stands behind the others, each lends his own name via the Guild to reaffirm the quality of the others’ products. Basis of the whole association is the hallmark which appears on each Guild design and on the registered certificate of quality which accompanies each piece. To the customer, this may serve as a guidepost in assembling pieces of the same quality. To the members of the Guild it means the recognition of good craftsmanship.

Guild furniture is sold by 200 Guild stores throughout North America. A few typical pieces are shown at left:
1. and 2. Tufted armchair, Sheraton sofa, Mueller Furn. Co.
4. Small serving piece by the Grand Rapids Chair Co.
5. Three-tiered end table by Imperial Furniture Co.
7. Tier table by Imperial.
9, 10. Tables by Imperial: a flip-top, a nest of three.
11. Love seat by Ralph Morse.
12. Cabinet, Grand Rapids Chair.
13. Coffee table by Imperial.
14. Modern bed, Johnson Furn.
Good taste does not change

Fashion in furniture, in decoration, may change, but good taste does not. And sound design in home furnishings will look as fresh a decade hence as it does today. A striking proof of this axiom is seen in the three rooms at left which were done twelve years ago by the American Institute of Decorators to celebrate the founding of the group. All furniture used in these interiors was of Grand Rapids manufacture—appropriately enough, since the fledgling A. I. D. held its first full meeting there at the Furniture Market of July, 1931. The rooms at left were part of an extensive display representing a cross section of Grand Rapids furniture as well as of the work of the country's foremost decorators.

Leaders of the furniture industry, under Robert W. Irwin, had invited outstanding decorators from all parts of the country to participate in the display—in the hopes that this might result in a permanent organization of the members of the profession. And this is exactly what happened. Thus began the A. I. D., which for more than a decade has done so much to influence today's standards of decoration.

Calla lilies and Modern. Here is a dining room that might, in its fresh handling of pattern and bold concept of design, have been designed today. Furniture is in blond wood, with leather, mirror accents. Decorator, Miss Gheen, of New York, Chicago.

Biedermeier and an Aubusson. Formal yet inviting is this morning room by Mabel Schamberg of Chicago. The room takes its scheme from the muted colors of the Aubusson rug; walls were painted a warm peach as a background for rich mahogany.

18th Century and silver walls. An exciting treatment of the traditional is this living room designed by the New York decorator, Pierre Dutel. Panels of metallic wallpaper lend a note of distinction.
Now you're gardening on your own

It doesn't take a hired man on the place
to keep the home front blooming

HOW TO PLANT SEEDLINGS

All seedling plants, whether they are vegetables or flowers, are
planted in the same way. First the soil must be well dug and then worked
until fine. No chemical plant foods should be put into the soil until after the
new plants have rooted; however, organic foods may be worked in when the
soil is turned over. With a trowel make a hole large enough to accommodate
roots without crowding. Loosen soil at bottom of hole.

To remove plants from flats, use a small tool such as an asparagus
cutter or a straight knife. Try to take as much soil as possible so as not
to disturb the fine roots. Carry the flat of plants out into the garden where
they are to be planted or, if they are not in soil, put them, still wrapped
in the paper in which they came, into a pan of water so they will not be
dried out by the sun and wind before being put into the ground.

Trim off the long roots after lifting out the plant and just before
it goes into the ground. A pair of scissors or sharp pruning shears is best
for this operation. Trimming the heavy, long roots in this manner encour-
ages the plant to grow new web-like roots which are the ones which supply
food. To hurry still further the growth of these new roots the entire root
structure can be dusted with a hormone powder before setting the plant into
the ground. To make the powder adhere it's a good idea to moisten the roots
slightly before dusting with the hormone.

Fill the hole with water and put the plant in place while the water
is still standing in the hole. This moistens the roots well and prevents the
plant's wilting. Some gardeners follow the practice of watering after the
seedling has been planted but this fails to get the water at the roots where
it does the most good. At the same time, wetting the top of the ground
causes soil to cake in a hot sun. After planting entire bed should be watered
when sun has gone down. Don't just sprinkle, but soak the soil.

Press the soil firmly about the roots, holding the plant erect all
the time. Plant about a half inch deeper than it was previously growing with
the exception of tomatoes, which should have several of the lower leaves re-
moved and then be planted two inches deeper than before. If the sun is hot
seedlings will need some protection from it for the first few days. Empty
flower pots, berry boxes or newspaper cones placed over the plants during
day and removed in evening give ample protection.
HOW TO PLANT SMALL SHRUBS

Dig hole large enough to take the root ball without crowding. Save the first few inches of topsoil to be used for filling in about the shrub. The rest of the soil should be carried off and replaced with a mixture of equal parts loam and compost. Some peatmoss should be added to this if soil is dry, plus cotton seed meal for acid-loving plants.

Several inches of manure should go at the bottom of the hole. Work it in well, loosening the soil to the depth of the digging fork. This places manure deep in the soil and forces roots to grow down to it. Deep-rooted shrubs which will result from planting in this manner will not be affected by hot, dry Summers and will come through cold Winters in better shape. If drainage is poor in the selected spot, put several inches of broken stone at the bottom of the hole to remedy this condition.

Place the shrub in the site you have prepared. It should be planted about one inch deeper than it was in the nursery. The burlap covering which surrounds the ball need not be removed. Loosen the top after the shrub is in the hole and fold it down around the bottom of the ball. It will rot quickly when covered with soil. If burlap is removed before planting, the ball of earth about the roots is apt to break away, disturbing the fine feeder roots which are so important to newly moved shrubs.

Soak with water before the soil is filled in about the shrub. If a bush of any size is being planted, the best plan is to remove the nozzle from the hose and allow it to run slowly into the hole all the time soil is being filled in about the roots. Small shrubs can be watered from the sprinkling can but be sure there is plenty of water standing about the ball when the soil is filled in. Water helps to settle the fresh soil firmly about the roots, excluding air pockets which are harmful to growth.

Fill in about the roots with care, using the loam and compost mixture mentioned earlier. As each shovelful of soil is added it should be firmly packed. Pressing the soil down with the feet is a good way. When the hole is about half filled, more water should be put in about the roots. The main purpose in packing the soil is to shut off any possible air cavities which prevent roots from coming in contact with soil. There is no need to allow extra soil for settling if the planting is properly done.

Smooth off the soil at ground level, being careful that the shrub is not planted more than one inch deeper than previously. For larger bushes a wall of soil can be made to encircle the plant, forming a basin that will hold water at the roots. A mulch of peatmoss, straw or grass clippings is also good for holding in moisture. The shrub should be trimmed back somewhat to lessen the amount of water the roots will need to supply. Use no plant foods to hurry along growth until plant is well rooted.
Now that you are gardening on your own—continued

Time-saving garden pointers

Suggestions that pave the way to easier gardening
and make every working minute count

Take along a basket when weeding. It is just as easy to pull out weeds and throw them in a basket as it is to leave them thrown about so they have to be picked up and carted off later. In fact, it is easier for it makes only one job instead of two.

Now that a hired man isn’t at hand to clean up and do countless other tasks, it is important to save every minute possible. And on this weeding problem, remember, it takes less time to pull or hoe out small weeds than it does those allowed to take a strong hold on the soil.

Regular cultivation is easier. Make a practice of loosening the soil between the rows in the vegetable and flower gardens every few days. This helps to hold in moisture, which means less watering will be necessary and at the same time it keeps down weeds.

Plants develop much better in loose soil. The easiest way to maintain this condition is not to allow the soil to pack down for it takes less time to keep the soil pliable by frequent hoeing than to work it after it has caked.

Put a permanent edging on beds. To cut down on labor and time consumed keeping straight edges on flower beds, construct an edging that will do away with this job entirely. One good method is to sink bricks in the ground on end, in a straight line at the edge of the bed.

To keep the bricks firmly in place, only 2” or 3” of the brick should be above the ground level. Boards may also be used but this does not make as permanent a job, as they will rot. Dipping them in creosote before placing in the ground, however, will lengthen their life considerably.

Use a weed killer on drives and paths. Don’t spend endless hours pulling each weed from between the cracks in flagstone or brick walks and paths. These can be simply removed by watering the paths with a chemical or salt solution to kill the weeds.

The same is true of the driveway. Here, the whole area may be wet down with a weed killer and then after a few days raked over and the weeds will be gone. After several applications weeds don’t re-grow as quickly.

Keep down weeds in seed bed. One of the greatest problems of starting seeds in the open is coping with the weeds that spring up before the seedlings have germinated. They can’t be removed for fear of disturbing the young plants. One solution is to lay strips of tar paper between the rows of seeds. Cover the entire area up to within 1” of the row.

This material may be dried and then rolled up and used again the next year. Strips of burlap, heavy wrapping paper or several thicknesses of newspaper may also be used if they are anchored in place securely.
A substitute duster. Some garden tools may be a little bit difficult to obtain this year as the materials used in making them are needed for war materials. Insecticide dusters may fall in this classification but the same results can be obtained by using a flour sifter.

Attach a skirt to the base of the sifter that will fit over the plant. Put the insecticide in the sifter and two quick turns over each plant will cover it with the wanted dust to kill leaf-eating bugs.

Protection against cutworms. The greatest loss from cutworms in young vegetable plants occurs in the first week or ten days after they have been set out. These insects come out at night and cut off the plant at soil level so that nothing can be done to save it.

Strips of tar paper six inches wide encircling the plant and pushed two inches into the ground will make good protectors against these pests. Heavy cardboard may also be used, but it is not as durable. Also, regular protectors may be purchased at seed and department stores.

Set annuals closely to keep down weeds. When setting out seedlings plant them about six inches apart each way. This is closer than most directions say but if the soil is good and well enriched they will grow just as well, and at the same time will crowd out weeds.

This method of planting will also help to hold moisture in the soil as the dense foliage will shade it. After the plants mature they'll need little or no weeding and no cultivating which saves lots of time.

Apply a mulch in hot weather. One of the greatest time savers in gardening is a mulch of peat moss, grass clippings, sawdust, etc., applied over the soil in the garden to a depth of 2" or 3". Before putting on this covering, weed the bed and pulverize the soil. Spread the covering evenly right up to the plants over the entire surface.

This bed will not need to be weeded or cultivated again and hot dry days won't affect plants. In the Fall this mulch may be dug in. It quickly rots, supplying valuable nutrient to the soil.

Make lawn mowing easy. Small beds or rock gardens in the center of a lawn area may look well but they mean it will take longer to cut the grass and then they have to be trimmed. Wherever possible these beds should be removed and the plants placed in the border to allow a clean sweep with the lawn mower for the entire length of the lawn.

Place bird baths and other garden ornaments in the flower beds so they will not interfere with cutting and require hand trimming.

Take tools into the garden. Whenever there is work to be done in the garden, assemble all the tools that might be needed and take them along. This saves the time of having to go back for another shovel or pruning shears. It will also save tools, for if the right ones are available each will be used only for the job it is meant to do.

A large piece of cloth may have pockets stitched into it to hold small tools like trowels and pruning shears. This apron may be fastened to the side of the wheelbarrow where it will always be handy.
**Middlewest and East**

Make out a schedule of all the work to be accomplished this month and spend every minute out of doors.

Most annual seeds can be sown in the open ground this month. Plant them in rows right in the garden and move to permanent spots when large enough to transplant. Set plants close together to crowd out weeds and hold moisture at roots.

All vegetable seeds can go into the ground by this time. Plants of tomatoes, cabbages, cauliflower and the like can be set out this month.

Dahlia and other Summer flowering bulbs go into the ground now. Plan to make a planting of gladiolus every week up to 4th of July for steady bloom.

Keep after weeds in the Victory garden. Don’t let them get a start on you. While small they are easier to remove and they haven’t had a chance to crowd out plants and take valuable food from the soil. Cultivate lightly every few days to keep them down.

**South Atlantic**

Summer is well on its way and all Spring flowers must be cleared to make room for new blooms.

Spring flowering bulbs that have now finished flowering should be given a top dressing of plant food. It is important that this food be available at the time they are storing up for next year’s bloom. Don’t remove the bulb foliage until it is thoroughly dried.

Azaleas, rhododendrons and other broad-leaved evergreens should be sprayed three times at five day intervals to protect them against the lacewing fly which puts in its appearance at this time.

For the best blooms on roses give them a second feeding now. Keep free of mildew and aphids by weekly dustings of sulphur and spray of nicotine.

Pick off withered flowering heads without disturbing young growth on Indicas, Kurumes and Japanese azaleas. Give the plants a feeding of acid foods.

**California**

Plant bulbs and annuals to assure an array of color in the garden throughout the growing season.

Set out dahlia tubers. Work plenty of manure into the soil. Set the tubers 3’ apart. They should be planted 8’ deep and covered with 2’ of soil. Fill the hole up to ground level a little at a time as the plant grows. Place a stake at each tuber when planting.

Keep pinching back chrysanthemums to make bushy plants with more bloom. Spray them regularly with nicotine to ward off attacks of plant lice.

Prepare the soil in which annuals will be planted. Work it well and dig in manure, add garden lime if the soil tends to be too acid.

Pot up tuberous begonias in 4” pots in a mixture of equal parts leafmold, sand, peatmoss and manure. Grow them in a lath house till planting time.

Spray the rose bed at ten-day intervals to prevent mildew and aphids.

Spray evergreens frequently for red spiders and bag worms. Late afternoon washing with a strong stream of water prevents evergreens scalding.

If flies are swarming about arboretum trees they are attracted by honey secreted by aphids. Spray with 2 tbsp. nicotine sulphate to 1 gal. of soapy water. This kills the aphids and then the flies will disappear quickly.

Plant bulbs of crinum lily, one of the South’s most dependable garden lilies. Remember it likes a rich soil and plenty of water to bloom prolifically.

Seeds may still be sown of fast-growing annuals like zinnias, marigolds, four o’clocks and portulaca. It is not too late to get bloom from dahlias and gladiolus planted now. Keep the soil cultivated about all plants for best development.

**Midsouth**

Hot weather is at hand which means plenty of watering, deep mulches and every help to keep flowers blooming.

Discontinue sulphur sprays for roses as soon as the temperature is over 90’. A red copper oxide in solution or as a dry dust can be substituted during hot weather to control fungous diseases. Use no plant foods on roses during the Summer. Start feeding the last of August to force a good October bloom.

Daylilies can be moved now without loss of bloom. Sometimes they’ll bloom a week after transplanting. Plant about three divisions in each clump.

Plant seeds of columbine, sweet rocket, pyriform and perennial herbs for next year. It’s best to buy delphinium plants. Don’t try foxglove and Canterburybells as they will seldom live through the hot southern Summers.

Growers start digging dahodilbs in June and they should be replanted the same month. Send off your order now.

**South Central**

Insects put in their real appearance at this time. Don’t lose a minute getting them under control.

Spray evergreens frequently for red spiders and bag worms. Late afternoon washing with a strong stream of water prevents evergreens scalding.

If flies are swarming about arboretum trees they are attracted by honey secreted by aphids. Spray with 2 tbsp. nicotine sulphate to 1 gal. of soapy water. This kills the aphids and then the flies will disappear quickly.

Plant bulbs of crinum lily, one of the South’s most dependable garden lilies. Remember it likes a rich soil and plenty of water to bloom prolifically.

Seeds may still be sown of fast-growing annuals like zinnias, marigolds, four o’clocks and portulaca. It is not too late to get bloom from dahlias and gladiolus planted now. Keep the soil cultivated about all plants for best development.

**Northwest**

Start succession planting in the Victory garden to keep up a steady flow of fresh table vegetables.

Be on the lookout for insect invaders in the Victory garden. Start after them at the first sign; otherwise they’ll spread like mad. Don’t forget succession plantings of beans, carrots, beets, corn and lettuce.

Tulips should be ready for digging now. They will generally deteriorate if left in the ground for too long a period. For the best blooms, lift the bulbs each year and replant again in the Fall. During the time they are out of the ground store the bulbs in a dry, not too warm, place.

After tulips have been lifted, fill the beds with annual plants which will bloom all Summer. Keep the soil about these plants free of weeds and well cultivated. Don’t allow blooms to seed.

Shape shrubs by pruning back the new growth. This saves heavy pruning next year and makes for sturdier growth.
Enjoy this Distinguished Whiskey, sir!

Back in those gay and happy days, when men knew and loved fine food and drink, Kinsey was one of the whiskies they cherished most.

As you sip Kinsey today, you feel that behind its rare bouquet, its smoothness, its "light-heartedness", a fine tradition is being upheld.

That is right. Kinsey is your kind of whiskey—as it was 50 years ago.

66.0 Proof * 65% grain neutral spirits
KINSEY DISTILLING CORPORATION
Lindell, Pa.

KINSEY
Golden Anniversary
BLENDED WHISKEY
New color on the floor does for your rooms what a bright new pin does for your dress...makes it look fresh, gay, utterly different. And it's so easy and economical to give any room—your entire house—this new lease on charm with wonderful Deltox rugs.

Wait till you see how a color-bright Deltox transforms your rooms...injects new cheer, new style and heavenly new coolness. And wait till you hear your friends praising the smart decorator look of your home!

There's a smart, dust-shedding, moth-free Deltox in exactly the right color and design for every room in your house, from living room to nursery...and at budget-low prices. The average Deltox Rug retails under $20 in the popular 9 x 12 size. Get yours tomorrow and dress up your home for Spring from the bottom up...the professional way!

Perfect summer make-up for your living room! Bright flowered slip covers and draperies blend with modern new Deltox Delwood on your floor...seem to lower the temperature 10 degrees. Rug shown is long wearing, easy to clean, reversible (really two new rugs in one). About $17.95 in 9 x 12 size.

The secret of this bedroom's charm lies on the floor! The rich rose tone of the Deltox Delbrite rug is accented in the rose, white and green plaid spread and wall. Spring green curtains add a striking decorator touch. The rug is reversible; costs only about $15.95 in 9 x 12 size.

Slick up your sunporch for fun. The spirited pattern of the Deltox Delweave makes the room over...invites a good time. But turn the rug— presto — you have a solid color rug accented only with occasional stripings. And with the rug's change of face, you have a new room. Only about $15.95 (9 x 12).
AMERICAN WINES

(Continued from page 37)

Riesling, Meyer’s Wine Cellars
A light, dry wine of the true Riesling grape variety. Rhine, The Engels & Krudwig Wine Company
A dry, young, fresh wine of the Rhine type.

CALIFORNIA RED TABLE WINES
Because they are heavier in body and flavor, red table wines are usually served with the harder main dishes such as steaks, roast beef, roast lamb, chops, wild game, roast pork and cheese dishes. To the average wine user, most red table wines are very much alike. They are made dry and tart to blend, as a sauce or as a condiment does, with main course foods. These wines, however, vary somewhat in their degree of tartness, lightness, fullness, color and bouquet, and in the flavor imparted to them by the grapes from which they were made.

Claret
Cabernet, Beaulieu Vineyard
Made from the Cabernet Sauvignon, with touches of Merlot and Petit Verdot grapes. A fine wine, typical of Napa Valley. Elegant in body and flavor, dry with a pleasant roundness.

Georges de Latour Private Reserve, Beaulieu Vineyard
Made from the Cabernet Sauvignon grapes from which the finest wines of the Bordeaux region of France are produced. Dry, full bodied. It has an extremely fine bouquet. A noble wine.

Cabernet Private Stock, Beringer Bros.
A Claret of good body and well rounded flavor.

Cabernet, Colombar
A soft, round wine, full flavored and clean.

St. Julien, Concannon Vineyard
Light, well balanced, a good Claret type.

Cabernet, Fountaingrove Vineyard
Soft, red wine with excellent bouquet and flavor.

Cabernet Inglenook
An excellent example of the Claret type.

Cabernet, Larkmead Winery
A true Bordeaux type.

Napa Cabernet, L. M. Martini
A light red wine made entirely of Cabernet grapes grown in Napa Valley, California.

Cabernet-Sauvignon, Paul Masson
A full bodied yet velvety soft wine full of the distinctive flavor and bouquet of the Cabernet Sauvignon grape at its best.

Chateau Lejon Red Wine, Shanken-Jones
A full-bodied light Claret type similar in character to the Chateau red wines of Bordeaux.

Hotel Del Monte Cabernet, Simi Wineries
An excellent Bordeaux type.

Cabernet, Valliant & Son Vineyards
A light, fruity red wine made entirely of Cabernet grapes.

Livermore Mourvèdre, Wente Brothers
Soft and dry, decidedly pleasant table wine.

Burgundy Types

Beaumont, Beaulieu Vineyard
An outstanding red wine made from the Pinot Noir grape with a full, smooth taste reminiscent of an old French Burgundy.

Burgundy, Beaulieu Vineyard
Made from Pinot Noir and Gamay grapes, well balanced, generous and rich in body and flavor.

Private Stock, Beringer Bros.
A smooth, medium bodied wine with an excellent bouquet.

Burgundy, Christian Brothers
Light bodied, well matured wine.

Private Cellar, Colombar
A full bodied, smooth wine.

Burgundy, Criari & Sons
Light in color, with a pleasing flavor.

Pinot Noir, Fountaingrove Vineyard
A particularly fine, deep colored Burgundy type.

Red Pinot, Inglenook Vineyards
A well balanced Burgundy type.

Pinot Noir, L. M. Martini
Exceptionally smooth, light in body.

Pinot Noir, Paul Masson
A robust and full bodied, perfectly balanced California Burgundy.

Gamay Beaujolais, Paul Masson
Color superb, bouquet and flavor unmistakably varietal.

Burgundy, Novitiate of Los Gatos
Full bodied, mature.

Hotel Del Monte Brand Carignan, Simi Wineries
Light in body and color, pleasing.

Burgundy, Simi Wineries
A full bodied, well matured wine.

Burgundy, Valliant & Son Vineyards
Light, pleasing, with a delightful aroma.

Chianti
Charbono, Inglenook Vineyards
An attractive, straightforward red wine.

Tipo (Red), Italian Swiss Colony
Most famous of all American Chiantis.

Sonoma Chianti, L. M. Martini
A full bodied, smooth wine.

Rouge
Rouge, Hotel Del Monte
Light and fruity, made from the Grenache grape, which produces the famous Tavel Rose of France.

Rouge, L. M. Martini
A well balanced California Burgundy.

Rouge, Wente Brothers
An attractively made wine.

AMERICAN SPARKLING WINES
There is one wine, however, that can serve all purposes—as aperitif, as companion to various courses, as a finish to dessert—and that is champagne.

Sparkling Burgundy Types
Sparkling Red, Beaulieu Vineyard
A full bodied, smooth wine.

Chateau Lejon Red Sparkling, F. Chave

Korbel Pink, F. Korbel & Bros.

Korbel Rouge, F. Korbel & Bros.

Champagne, Oeil de Perdrix, Pink, Paul Masson
(Continued on page 81)
How to store your blankets safely!

1. If you send your blankets to a laundry or have them dry cleaned, be sure to choose a reputable company, preferably one which specializes in blanket care.

2. If you wash them, be careful. Use mild soap chips or flakes, lukewarm water. Never rub blankets. Rinse them three times. If you use a washing machine, wash each blanket alone, never over 3 minutes.

3. To dry, squeeze gently, never twist. Then hang blankets over line in shade and let dry. Don't use clothespins. Shake often.

4. If you need a new blanket, be sure to see the Chatham blanket - the American standard for bedtime comfort.

How to keep honey bees

TRUE honey bee is the only insect which can be controlled by man. It is an absolute necessity for the pollination of gardens, small fruits, orchards and field crops. All gardeners, whose goal this year is maximum production, will do well to place at least one hive of bees in their gardens.

The bee is too busy working and too concentrated on her endless job to bother about mere humans unless she is frightened or attacked. Without provocation she will never sting. If the gardener attends to his affairs she attends to hers. Quiet, direct habits of work about a hive will never cause any incident.

Place your hive with its entrance facing to the south or southeast and keep low-growing plants or grass in front of it for a distance of fifteen feet or more. Bees need clearance of all obstructions to the entrance of their hive when returning home laden with pollen or with nectar. They return in a "bee line" from the fields and the considerate human never stands in front of the hive or walks in front of it but always stands and walks at the sides or the back of the hive to make his observations.

Dismiss any vision of artistic straw skeps in the garden for they harbor bees and are wasteful of honey. Procure a new, clean, modern hive - efficiency personified. Bees demand cleanliness of themselves and of their keeper; they work like Trojans at housecleaning constantly and it pays dividends for the keeper to give them the best hive he can afford.

The modern hive is nothing more or less than a well-made, weather-tight box of a size economically designed to hold a definite number of frames on which the bees make their comb and fill it with honey and with brood. The cheapest and most efficient manner in which to acquire a hive is to purchase one "knocked down" from the nearest bee supply dealer. These supers are nothing but four sides of a box, grooved to hold ten frames, and are the same size as the hive body. The top of the hive is removed, the super with its ten frames is placed on top of the hive body and the top replaced on the super. Placing supers on a hive one at a time as they are needed accounts for the difference in heights of hives as they appear to the casual passerby. The cost of a super is 85¢, more or less, plus the frames and foundation.

Within this box or hive body are frames placed parallel to each other which hold the beeswax comb. The bees themselves will make the combs on the frames but it is the part of wisdom to give them a start by fitting foundation wax into the frames. This foundation wax is purchased in thin sheets the exact size of the frames and the sheets are stamped with the imprint of thousands of honey cells.

The bees then draw out the cells to the required depth for the storage of honey, the depositing of the egg, and the raising of brood. This commercial foundation is a great convenience to the beekeeper in the labor of making sufficient wax for the purpose, particularly in the early Spring when nature is scarce. Good management starts the bees to work as early as the Spring weather permits; in Connecticut this is about the time when the cherry trees are bursting into bloom.

The regulation hive body holds ten frames and each frame when filled with honey may weigh five to eight pounds apiece. The frames come with the hive body. The sheets of foundation wax, purchased separately, vary in price but the best grade is about $1.00 for ten sheets.

As Summer approaches and the colony grows (a good colony will work up to 60,000 bees or more) it will be necessary to place supers on top of the original hive body to give the bees more living space. These supers are nothing but four sides of a box, grooved to hold ten frames, and are the same size as the hive body. The top of the hive is removed, the super with its ten frames is placed on top of the hive body and the top replaced on the super. Placing supers on a hive one at a time as they are needed accounts for the difference in heights of hives as they appear to the casual passerby. The cost of a super is 85¢, more or less, plus the frames and foundation.

Tools and equipment are simple and inexpensive and when well cared for will last a lifetime. A bee veil, pair of bee gloves, a smoker and a hive tool are the only necessities for the keeper. There are so many styles of each item that individual preference is the only guide, but the entire selection can be had under five dollars.

The Italian honey bee is the most popular breed and the one generally kept for her productive qualities in the production of honey and in gentleness of disposition. A colony has only (Continued on page 72)
RIGHT AS RAIN

Right to plant a victory garden!
Right to wear gay stripes and trim, huge-pocket overalls!
Right to relax with a MARLBORO... each puff a conscious pleasure.
Blended of rich, soul-satisfying tobaccos (which cheaper cigarettes cannot possibly afford).
Infinitely smarter—yet mere pennies more!

IVORY TIPS—PLAIN ENDS—BEAUTY TIPS (ed).
When you look for a gift with an extra element of surprise, pause before Wakefield. This something which adds everything to special heavy, deep-cut crystal has the indispensable occasions. It's especially in character for a chins-up vigor. Withal, Wakefield is prudently priced in open stock at your dealer's.

TO MELT HER HEART!
When you look for a gift with an extra element of surprise, pause before Wakefield. This heavy, deep-cut crystal has the indispensable something which adds everything to special occasions. It’s especially in character for table settings that dare to be audacious with a chins-up vigor. Withal, Wakefield is prudently priced in open stock at your dealer’s.

For leaflets showing Fostoria patterns and prices, write to Department 436.

HOW TO KEEP HONEY BEES

(Continued from page 70)

The bees will be hungry for the first few days until they can gather stores from the surrounding countryside and during this time they need sugar water. A syrup made of half sugar (sugar for this purpose will be allowed by ration boards) and half water put in a 10-pound tin pail with the cover perforated by small nail holes should be upturned over the frames. Then place the super frame on top of the hive and the cover over this. The entrance block should be turned so that the smallest opening provides the only access to the hive. See below for placing of pail.

After about ten days the hives should be looked into, to be certain that the queen has been released and is laying well and that the brood is growing satisfactorily, and to remove the empty cages. Wearing a bee veil and bee gloves, while holding the hive tool in one hand and a puffing smoker in the other, sounds complicated at first. But a small, gentle puff of smoke at the entrance and another gentle puff of smoke under the hive cover quiets the colony and the keeper can take off the hive cover and inspect the combs and remove the cages at leisure. It is wise to do this in the middle of the day when most of the workers are in the fields.

Handling the bees
During the process of inspection an occasional puff of smoke will quiet any bees which are flying about. Don't be afraid of your bees. They won't harm you if you handle them calmly. Never make quick, excited moves or handle the frames carelessly so that they might slip from your hand and fall.

This is easier said than done, for bees have always meant stings and regardless of what anyone tells you, the first few times you open the hive you'll be scared. But don't act as if you were afraid of your bees. They will never know. In a very short time you'll be working about the hive without a fear in the world.

After the cover has been removed gently remove the bee cage. Any bees that are clustered on it can be gently shaken off at the door of the hive. Remove the queen’s cage and then replace the frames taken out to accommodate the cage. Refill the syrup can and replace the lid.

(Continued on page 80)
Music was in his blood . . .

At the age of three he learned to play the violin . . . at seven, he was admitted to a class in counterpoint . . . at seventeen he became a professor of music.

Today, the dynamic baton of Eugene Ormandy guides one of the most celebrated groups of musicians ever assembled. Although still a comparatively young man, he is the Conductor and Music Director of the world-renowned Philadelphia Orchestra.

The audiences of this famous orchestra are not limited to the few who can purchase tickets. Superb Ormandy recordings have brought to millions the rare delight of great music greatly interpreted.

To appreciate the true quality of these Ormandy records, you should hear them reproduced with lifelike fidelity by a Magnavox radio-phonograph. Because of its superb tonal qualities and unmatched clarity, this unique instrument has been chosen by discerning music lovers and many of the world’s greatest makers of music.

Music Cheers Fighting Men

Our boys in the Army and Navy need music. It can give them endless hours of relaxation and pleasure—can help them forget hardships and dangers. See your Magnavox dealer for a wide selection of records to send to your soldier or sailor.

BUY WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY TODAY—SECURITY TOMORROW

The fine craftsmanship which won for Magnavox the first Navy "E" award (and White Star Renewal Citation) among instrument manufacturers has made these radio-phonographs the first choice of discriminating buyers.

The Magnavox Company, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Maybe you can't afford to buy the Mona Lisa, but you can afford to buy the one and only Vermouth by Dubonnet. It is an art, this Vermouth making, and Vermouth by Dubonnet is backed by a great world tradition. Everything the 97-year-old name "Dubonnet" stands for is in this Vermouth—highest quality ingredients and the skill to blend them to perfection. Discover its superiority today! Write for free Dubonnet "Smart Drink Guide", Dubonnet Corp., 350 Fifth Ave., New York City. product of U. S. A., bottled by Dubonnet Corporation, Livermore, Cal. 
Tune in! "Alec Templeton Time" 10:30 — 10:35 p.m. (e.w.t.) Blue Network, Monday, Wednesday, Friday.

Once upon a ship-deck people used to play shuffleboard; now they play it at home, if they're lucky enough to own this shuffleboard court. With it come the 4 pushers, 8 discs, and scoring device. The legs of the table will fold. $18.75. B. Altman & Co., New York

Bingo needs no introduction for it's a favorite the country over, but perhaps you haven't seen this condensed version of it. All the equipment shown actually fits into a case just 5" x 6", making it easy to put away. One of the Bookshelf Games, $1.10, Bry's, Memphis, Tenn.

Spanish Language Course, a revolutionary method of easily mastering a Spanish vocabulary. With a minimum of effort and with the fun of playing a fascinating game, you will really learn Spanish in just about one-third the time of any other language course. There are three decks of cards and a simple text-book with seven lessons. After studying one you are ready to play cards with deck No. 1. Price, $2.10, prepaid. Young Books, 714 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.

Melodio is an entertaining and highly instructive musical game for people of all ages who want to improve or brush up their knowledge of the fundamentals of music. It may be played by those in any stage of musical development. Teachers will find it helpful as it gives a complete visualization of music. The game includes a special deck of cards, markers, and an oil-cloth playing board illustrating the keyboard range. $4. From G. Schirmer, Inc., 3 East 43rd St., New York, N. Y.

A Mathematician claims there are over one billion combinations in working the 15 Puzzle and we'll take his word for it. You may take our word that it's fascinating, but it may defeat you. In a handy mailing carton. Price, 75c. From Steketee's, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
One of the best things about Shuffle Pitch is that it is just as good played outdoors as in the living room; plus that it's just as amusing to 8- as 80-year-olds. Played by pitching discs on board. With board come discs and rules, $4.95. F.A.O. Schwarz, 745 5th Ave., N.Y.

Bug, the Old Army Game, originated in World War I and has lost none of its fascination. For any number of players, it will make a hit with any man in the service whether he's in the Navy or Army. Better order one for yourself too. 65c. Young Books, 714 Madison, N.Y.

Ready to mail to any U. S. Base anywhere is the Check-R-Pak, a full size checker set that fits into your pocket. When opened it measures 9" square. It has all the checker men needed and complete playing rules. With the Marine, Army Air Corps, Navy, or Army insignie on the front, it costs just $1.50 in imitation leather or $2.50 in real leather. Malcolm's, 524 N. Charles, Baltimore, Md.

Tip-Pe-Ca-Noo has nothing to do with "Tyler, too" for the basis of this game goes back to the days when knights crossed lances. It's a modern interpretation of jousting and will appeal to boys and girls who like action. The object of each player is to stand firmly on his wobbly jousting board while trying with the padded end of the lance to dislodge his opponent from his. Set has 2 18" jousting boards and 2 wooden lances, leatherette padded. $6.50. F.A.O. Schwarz, New York, N.Y.

Chess fanciers should take time out from their endless games long enough to note these new chessmen. They are the first designed in America and are first to be made of plastic. In red and white or black and white in a leatherette box, $5. Jordan-Marsh, Boston, Mass.

There never was a time when permanency of value meant so much. Now, more than ever, these familiar Baker principles -- permanency of beauty and construction -- have recognition as the essential qualities for sound value. Although a large part of our production is now engaged in war work, a selection of Baker reproductions is still available.
In these days of substitutions it is an exciting experience to find that Kindel reproductions are still available. True, the supply is limited because of the essential war work that takes precedence in the Kindel shops—but what there is, is made with the same meticulous care as always by skilled Kindel craftsmen. Acquiring these fine mahogany reproductions is the soundest of investments because they will fit into, and add beauty and livability to almost any decorative scheme. Your selection from this open stock collection at your Kindel dealer can be made with the satisfying assurance that as time goes on, additional harmonizing pieces will be available. Kindel specializes in mahogany reproductions for the bedroom.
Call for your copy of this fascinating Handbook of 18th Century KINDEL Reproductions at your nearest Kindel Dealer.
It All Started This Way

It was our house-warming. The whole crowd surprised us. And say, that buffet supper was the talk of everyone for weeks after! ... And all because of the complete set of lovely HASKO trays we got as a wedding gift. There were lap trays, serving trays and coasters, too. They make serving so smart and easy.

The lap trays with a “moderne” Flying Duck Decoration created a mild sensation. They are perfect in these times when lots of linen and maid service are things of the past!

Our guests had the most fun with the HASKO “Mystic Tray”. It’s a new combination game and tray that spells out answers to your questions about the future. It was as thrilling and exciting as having a fortune teller at our party. Have you seen this new Mystic Tray yet? If you haven’t, by all means, don’t miss it! It’s the new way to make smart parties smarter!

Now, as one friend to another, here’s a suggestion that will help make your entertaining easy—and make your next party a real success! Drop in at your favorite department store or gift shop and ask for either HASKO or HASKELITE Trays. HASKO trays are made of fine selected wood, elegantly surfaced with moisture-resistant lithographed paper—so light and yet so strong! HASKELITE Plywood Trays are made of five-ply veneer and may be had in genuine walnut, mahogany or mottled oak. Be sure to get the real thing—look for the HASKO or HASKELITE Trade Mark on the back!
Imperial Tables

In every home, tables serve for their practical usefulness and convenience as well as for their revitalizing charm and beauty. Now that entertaining and social activities are centered at home, it is more important than ever that your home smartly radiates a spirit of cheery friendliness. It must be a home, too, that gives you rest, relaxation, and comfort—a home that saves your time and energy in its care and upkeep. This is the job tables will do for you.

If you are living in a very small apartment—even only one room—tables will help to give you the enjoyment and satisfaction of gracious living, friendly hospitality. Just one suggestion is pictured here. These types of tables have been selected to give you maximum usefulness, comfort, and convenience. With them you can even entertain your crowd in a grand manner. Best of all, when later you move to a larger place, or build your home, these tables can move with you and appropriately will fit into expanded quarters.

Imperial Tables have been made in Grand Rapids for 40 years. Imperial craftsmen have faithfully maintained the integrity of famous Grand Rapids workmanship and finish. Imperial designers have created the smartest in table styles. This specialization and concentrated production has kept the prices of Imperial Tables moderate—has made their choice a particularly sound and wise investment.

Today, many of the Imperial craftsmen are devoting their skills to the products of war equipment. The available selectivity of Imperial Tables is necessarily limited. However, their built quality remains unchanged. The beauty and convenience that Imperial Tables can give your home have not diminished.

You will find many inspiring ideas to make your home more cheerful, comfortable, and livable in Imperial's new booklet, "How to Use TABLES to Revitalize Your Home"—sent for 10 cents (coin) Please address Department H-5.
HOW TO KEEP HONEY BEES

(Continued from page 72)

The bees should be given one 10-pound can of syrup when they are first put in the hive and another when that is gone. As a rule, weather conditions are uncertain in the Spring and the bees will require this much food and maybe more before the natural flow of nectar starts. As soon as they start storing their own food, remove the can and the super. The super should be replaced, filled with frames, when the frames in the hive itself are nearly full.

The housewife’s first consideration in keeping a colony of bees is the honey she will receive. The average annual production of honey per hive is 50 pounds in excess of the 50 pounds the bees need for their own Winter food. With the current price of honey and beewax, even taking into consideration the original expenditures listed below, one hive will pay its own way the first season.

Here is what it costs to get started:

- 1 hive body: $4.50
- 1 super, 10 frames: $2.80
- 3 lbs. bees with queen: $3.85
- Veil, gloves, smoker, tool: $5.00

Total: $17.55

All of these are a permanent investment—replacement costs are nil if management is good and reasonable weather and luck prevail.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Cure for leaky brickwork

Question. When moisture seeps in through walls of an old brick house, and painting the bricks does no good, could you tell me whether stucco would help, or if painting the bricks would do? The dampness shows inside several hours after a heavy rain.

Answer. Pointing up an old brick wall will take care of all the large open joints but is quite apt to miss the smaller cracks, and cannot take care of the porosity that comes in all brickwork with age. Stucco should be a cure for a leaking wall and a good paint job should also do. If you decide to stucco, insist on a guarantee from your contractor. If you decide to paint, insist on a good well-known paint that is manufactured for use over masonry.

Men who make our flowers

Question. Please let me know when a series of articles concerning the lives of great botanists appeared in House & Garden some time ago.

Answer. The series started with our November, 1936 issue and subsequently appeared in 1937 from January through June, and in February of 1938.
During Wartime... when you must buy... it is more than ever preferable to

Choose Your Furniture for its Enduring Beauty.

All new furniture looks resplendent when you see it on the sales floor. How will it look after a few months... or many years... of service in your home? Guardsman finish is your assurance of a finish that both beautifies and protects. It serves exactly as its name implies—Guardsman for fine furniture. Because even the experts can’t tell from outward appearance alone, be guided by this shield, identifying genuine GUARDSMAN FINISH.

DESSERT WINES

Usually the wines chosen to accompany desserts are sweet—Port, Muscatel and Tokay. Brandy follows with coffee.

American Port and Others

Muscat de Frontignan, Beaulieu Vineyard
- Both delicate and rich, one of our loveliest dessert wines.

Port, Beringer Bros.
- Full flavored, pleasant.

Ruby Port, Christian Brothers
- Ruby Port, Inglenook Vineyards
- Cabinet Sherry, Inglenook Vineyards
- Black Muscat, Novitiate of Los Gatos
- Deep grape bouquet, with a full, rich flavor.

White Port, Pleasant Valley Wine Co.
- Tawny Port, Simi Wineries
- Tawny Port, Urbana Wine Co.
- Tawny Port, Widmer’s Wine Cellars

American Muscatel, The Engels & Krudwig Wine Co.

Brandies

Brandy, Christian Brothers
- Coronet V. S. Q., San Luis Brandy Co.
- Lejon Brandy, Shewan-Jones

ADDENDA

. . . "Grow your own vegetables." in the April House & Garden was authored by Miss Jean Hersey.

. . . "Meet the mallow family" from the February House & Garden was by Miss Dorothy Hammar and has recently been released in a Garden Book she has written.

. . . "Chickens for the raising" was written by Mary Louise Coleman. This article appeared in the April House & Garden.
Every piece of John Widdicomb furniture bears the signature of Ralph Widdicomb, designer. It has been freely predicted that posterity will place a high estimate on the work of this gifted man whose spirit and genius are still fresh, whose experience and knowledge are reflected in his masterpieces. Buy John Widdicomb furniture and cherish it as one would a choice first edition. John Widdicombe furniture may be purchased only through accredited dealers and decorators. Despite wartime restrictions, at John Widdicombe there is no compromise with quality.

Now, more than ever before, we need the Tranquility of Beauty

In these troubled times, with all the stresses which war brings to each of us, let our homes be peaceful and tranquil and lovely. For beauty is soothing escape from the world's bitterness. Inherent in John Widdicomb furniture are all the elements of beauty: design of unparalleled purity; craftsmanship that has become a tradition for almost a century; finish which imparts a warmth and life-like quality to the fine woods. For almost a century, in peace and in war, cultivated people have instinctively appreciated the solid worth of furniture made by John Widdicomb.

America's Finest Furniture for Almost a Century

John Widdicomb Co.
New York - Grand Rapids

England's Bone China

(Continued from page 28)

Every piece of John Widdicomb furniture bears the signature of Ralph Widdicomb, designer. It has been freely predicted that posterity will place a high estimate on the work of this gifted man whose spirit and genius are still fresh, whose experience and knowledge are reflected in his masterpieces. Buy John Widdicomb furniture and cherish it as one would a choice first edition. John Widdicombe furniture may be purchased only through accredited dealers and decorators. Despite wartime restrictions, at John Widdicombe there is no compromise with quality.

Soft and hard paste

In France they achieved in 1673 a soft-paste china (early Sévres is an example) which, while its glaze was admirably suited to decoration, was unduly fragile. Soft paste is made of china clay, china stone and "frit" (the fusible elements of glass), fired at a low heat. Then the German potter, Böttger, in 1709 discovered hard paste, (Meissen ware his work was called) which withstood severe usage, but, because of its glaze, had a limited palette. Hard paste is made of china clay and china stone fired at a very high temperature which many enamel colors cannot stand.

Meanwhile English potters who had learned the secret of making the china body or paste from potters on the Continent, began to experiment and in true British fashion hit upon a compromise. The characteristic whiteness of Chinese porcelains led them to search for an ingredient which was strikingly white and this brought them to bone. During the latter half of the 18th Century most of the outstanding English potters experimented with the use of varying amounts of bone-ash or of finely-ground, calcined bone and shortly before 1800 the formula was perfected which is still in use. This involves adding as much as 50% of bone to the china paste and results in a body which, while not so hard as hard paste, nor as fragile as soft paste, yet retains the long-wearing qualities of the one and the amenability to decoration of the other.

This formula, with certain individual variations, became the standard for the English makers of bone china whose plates are shown on page 29. Derby, Doulton, Minton, Spode, Wedgwood and Worcester, and for other well-known dinnerware manufacturers: Aynsley, Cauldon, Coalport, George Jones & Sons Ltd. and Paragon.

Royal Worcester

The Worcester Royal Porcelain Co. was established in 1751 in Worcester by a Dr. John Wall, not because the city boasted of nearby clay deposits, or even of experienced potters, but because some of the prominent men of the town were concerned over its laggard industrial condition. Dr. Wall was a chemist as well as a physician and was one of the first to experiment with bone-ash in the china body. He produced a body which he called "Tonquin"; the secret of its formula was jealously guarded. With his assistant, Robert Hancock, he is also given credit for introducing transfer prints made from copper engravings in 1756.

Worcester more than any other pottery copied Chinese originals. In fact, they advertised that they could make "Chinese" porcelain so exact that the difference could not be discovered. From the first this firm concentrated on the making of "Queen's patterns", so-called because some of its best-known reproductions from the antique include copies of the famous Portland vase. He died in 1795.

It was not until 1811 that the Wedgwood potteries commenced to make a bone china body which they produced until the Napoleonic wars upset business conditions in 1815. The making of bone china was not resumed by them until 1878; it has been continued until the present day.

Josiah Wedgwood

In 1759, Josiah Wedgwood, descendant of a family of potters and founder of the firm which today bears his name, started his pottery business in Burslem, Staffordshire. From that day to this it has remained in the hands of his lineal descendants.

In 1769 Wedgwood built a new works at Stoke-on-Trent, which he named the Etruria Works in memory of the old Etruscan pottery in Italy. There Wedgwood developed his famous "Queensware", so-called because Queen Charlotte, wife of George III, admired and ordered a tea service in it. This was a fine, cream-colored ware which lent itself admirably to all sorts of decoration, notably printing.

Josiah also made hundreds of experiments trying to find a satisfactory white "porcelain biscuit". In 1774 he developed the famous "jasper body" with which he made some of his best-known reproductions from the antique including his copies of the famous Portland vase. He died in 1795.

It was not until 1811 that the Wedgwood potteries commenced to make a bone china body which they produced until the Napoleonic wars upset business conditions in 1815. The making of bone china was not resumed by them until 1878; it has been continued until the present day.

Josiah Spode

The Spode Pottery was founded in 1770 by Josiah Spode of Staffordshire who came of a family of potters. He is famous for perfecting the process of underglaze printing and for giving the underglaze blue. In 1794 he brought to a high degree of perfection his formula for bone china.

The Chinese influence was very marked in the early days of Spode china, in fact many Spode decorations took their inspiration from the elaborate papers in which China tea was (Continued on page 30)
YOUR

Grand Rapids Furniture

WILL BE RADIANTLY BEAUTIFUL
LONG AFTER THE "DURATION"

It is comforting to know that you can expect your home to retain its charm and beauty for the Duration — and long thereafter — if you have invested in furniture from these makers. While it is true that Grand Rapids furniture has won world-wide acceptance for its brilliant style leadership; it is equally true that the craftsmen of these factories have faithfully and continually safeguarded the virtues of fine cabinetwork — choice woods — rich finish. These in-built qualities, always preferable, are especially appreciated today.

***

Be guided by the individual trademarks and good names of these Grand Rapids manufacturers, who are Founder members of the

GRAND RAPIDS
Furniture Makers Guild

The complete selectivity from all of these Grand Rapids makers comprise furniture for living room, dining, and bedrooms, including colorful upholstered furniture, tables, and occasional pieces — in a diversified choice of accepted styles, fine period reproductions, and modern originals.
Your home will be cozier, more charming, more admired by your friends with the addition of a few well placed HEKMAN tables. And you may well be proud of them, for they are exquisitely designed and conform in all details to the high standards of fine furniture-making which has been traditional in Grand Rapids for generations. Ask for them by name.

If your dealer can't supply you as promptly as usual, please remember that a large part of our facilities are now devoted to producing for VICTORY.

HEKMAN FURNITURE CO. GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

**Feeding Dogs in Wartime**

**A few suggestions to pet-owners who want to feed both their families and their dogs**

During the past few months countless letters have come into HOUSE & GARDEN from owners of dogs, asking the same question. "How can I feed my dog during the present scarcity of meat and canned dog foods?"

As one food after another is rationed, the problem of the dog owner who is concerned over the welfare of his pet is an increasingly difficult one. Therefore we are publishing this answer to these inquiries written by C. E. Harbison, famous dog authority and manager of the Condé Nast Kennel Department.

Dear Reader:

Thank you for your letter asking my advice on what to feed your dog during these days of meat scarcity. It is beneficial in many ways to have considerable variety in the dog's diet. What dietary details may be lacking in one meal can thus be compensated with a surplus in another meal. A dog accustomed to variety does not get so limited in his tolerance that an occasionally necessary change will upset his digestion. House dogs are keenly aware of "what's cooking" for the family, and are gratifyingly pleased at having even small portions find their way from the family table to the dog's feeding dish.

**Usable meats**

Beef hearts are only one of the many meats that ought to be on every housewife's list which will help the dog owners of the country solve their feeding problems today. We have the following meats on our list: beef, lamb, mutton, beef heart, kidneys, liver (pork, lamb or beef!), sweetbreads, tripe, herring or fish such as cod or haliotis, but (preferably fresh, but canned will do), horse meat.

If your dealer can't supply you as promptly as usual, please remember that a large part of our facilities are now devoted to producing for VICTORY.

We have canvassed three markets in our vicinity. It is our opinion, as one who faces the problem of the average housewife-dog-owner, that care and planning and saving, novice dog owners, even under more stringent regulations, should have no insurmountable difficulties in feeding one, possibly two dogs. Many dog owners have trouble because they haven't trained their dogs to eat what is set before them. I have a letter from a woman asking why her dog hasn't grown to average size; she states that his favorite food is kidneys. To give a dog only what he likes as a regular diet is mistaken kindness. If a dog is normal, gets the right amount of exercise and gets a meal of nourishing food, he should eat it or go without until the next meal.

Few dog owners have planned the feeding of their dogs; too long it has been possible for us to wander down to the store, get six cans of dog food and shopping for the dog was done. Perhaps that doesn't apply to you, but it is true in many cases.

Save your scraps

 Naturally odds and ends of meat scraps are scrapulously saved. These include odds and ends of meat named above, plus small bits of ham and bacon. Add to these all odds and ends of all vegetables raised above the ground (except corn) but include onions and garlic. Don't forget cheese, cheese trimmings and pot cheese.

The liver is boiled slowly, well done. Four or five small pieces are put in each dog's meal every day. The liquid remaining from cooking the liver is saved to moisten the whole meal.

For cereals we use singly or in combination stale or fresh whole wheat bread, shredded wheat, common stock bran (excellent for coat), or a small amount of commercial dog food. Do not overlook milky or creamy puddings, whole or leftovers, such as tapioca, rice, bread (with raisins) and custards.

No real problem

We have canvassed three markets in our vicinity. It is our opinion, as one who faces the problem of the average housewife-dog-owner, that care and planning and saving, novice dog owners, even under more stringent regulations, should have no insurmountable difficulties in feeding one, possibly two dogs. Many dog owners have trouble because they haven't trained their dogs to eat what is set before them. I have a letter from a woman asking why her dog hasn't grown to average size; she states that his favorite food is kidneys. To give a dog only what he likes as a regular diet is mistaken kindness. If a dog is normal, gets the right amount of exercise and gets a meal of nourishing food, he should eat it or go without until the next meal.

Few dog owners have planned the feeding of their dogs; too long it has been possible for us to wander down to the store, get six cans of dog food and shopping for the dog was done. Perhaps that doesn't apply to you, but it is true in many cases.

War necessity may yet prove the mother of better invention as well as less expensive methods of dog feeding.
It is Spring-Air's business to make the finest possible mattress. Forty-two factories are engaged in doing so, each contributing of its skill and experience to the common objective. It is neither a matter of materials, nor machines — for what is available to Spring-Air in either of these directions is equally available to other manufacturers, and they will not, of themselves, place Spring-Air above the rest. It is the way in which materials are put together that makes the difference. The easy way must not be tolerated when the hard way makes a better product. The ideal must govern every step. So well has this Ideal succeeded that the policy of putting uncommon integrity into its products is an ingrained Spring-Air tradition. That is why you can, and should, expect more from a Spring-Air Mattress than from any other.

SPRING-AIR COMPANY  •  Holland, Michigan
42 Manufacturing Divisions — Coast to Coast

Spring-Air Mattresses
ENGLAND'S BONE CHINA

(Continued from page 82)

wrapped. This influence is apparent even in the present day, sometimes purely Chinese (see Spode's "Willow" pattern on page 29) and sometimes combined with English motifs.

Thomas Minton

Minton is this year celebrating its 150th anniversary. The firm was established by Thomas Minton in 1793 at Stoke-on-Trent and has remained in the hands of his lineal descendants ever since. Thomas Minton was originally an engraver and after serving his apprenticeship is known to have made some engravings for Josiah Spode. Apart from his work in the development of English bone china, Thomas Minton is known as the first to engrave the famous "Willow" pattern, perhaps the best known and most popular of all chinaware decorations.

Almost from the first, Minton made bone china, and while, like all English potters, they utilized Chinese designs, they were much more strongly influenced by the French school of decoration. In fact, they attracted many well-known French painters and artists to England. One of these, M. L. Solon, developed the "pâte-sur-pâte" technique in which figures in relief are achieved by painting the ware with slip (liquid china) to varying thicknesses and then chasing this slip with a sharp tool so that the dark background color shows through in places. All this is done before the ware is fired and each piece so treated is an original work.

Royal Doulton

In 1818 John Doulton and John Watts established a stoneware factory in Vauxhall Walk, Lambeth, where for many years only utilitarian stoneware objects were made. The business flourished and expanded until 1870 the making of fine earthenware commenced. About ten years later Doulton's began making bone china which they have continued to the present day in their factory at Stoke-on-Trent.

Henry Doulton, son of John, is credited with constructing the first steam-driven potter's wheel. His grandson is now Chairman of the Board.

Royal Doulton is particularly noted, outside the field of china, for their fine salt-glazing of stoneware. Their china figurines, executed in the most delicate detail, are well-known. Their general trend in both china and earthenware has always been toward English period patterns.

The making of china

Here is how china is made. The body, made up of finely-ground china clay, china stone, silica, and, in the case of bone china, of calcined bones, is mixed with water to become "slip" and then is either shaped on the potter's wheel or poured into molds or presses. This unglazed ware or "biscuit" is then fired at high temperature. The next step is to glaze it. This means coating it with a glass-like liquid containing some of the same ingredients as the china body plus "frit" (the fusible elements which make up glass) and firing it again.

Two types of decoration are possible. One is in the form of embossing, engraving, perforations or relief work, applied to the body before it is fired or glazed. The other is the application of colors either before glazing ("underglaze" decoration, which is not customary on bone china) or decoration after glazing by means of enamel colors. These may either be printed on the ware from copper plates, be painted on by hand, or a combination of the two processes may be used.

When the china is to be given on-glaze decoration, additional firings are required to make the enamels colors fuse with the glaze. There may be one firing or many depending on the intricacy of the design, and the number of colors used. A separate firing at low heat is always required for gilding.

The potters whose work we have discussed here and whose names have become household words produce china which is not only noted for its fine body but for the beauty and variety of its decorations.

In their work may be found designs drawn from the Orient and from the European Continent as well as those typically English motifs produced through the genius of native craftsmen. The beauty of this china has made it a prized possession throughout the world for over one hundred and fifty years.

LONGFELLOW'S DESK

In form and detail this superb reproduction of his personal desk reflects the quiet dignity and sensitive taste of the beloved American poet. Many other faithful but non-expensive reproductions of Edison Institute originals are included in the complete Colonial Heirloom line. Available at leading stores.

Send for Booklets describing Colonial Heirloom Reproductions and Hall Checks. Include 1¢ to cover mailing.
GRAND RAPIDS FURNITURE

Furniture for the Home Front
(See page 57)


AMERICAN MODERN: Emerald green and white striped chintz, Cyrus Clark. Oyster white rug, Bigelow-Sanford. Desk lamps and accessories, Georg Jensen.

Furniture in a Great Tradition
(See page 58)


THE BOOKSHELF


Here is a book on insects written with authority yet full of humor, anecdote and the characterful charm of the writer. Mr. Standens life work is the destruction of insect pests by means of cyanides and consequently he has become intimately acquainted with all sorts and kinds of these pests.

In his opening chapters Mr. Standen explains the bodily structure of insects, their life cycles and methods of reproduction. He then tells of the ways in which they harm man by attacking him and his animals, eating his food and destroying ornamental vegetation.

Tabular records of insect damage to vegetation show losses ranging from 5% on oats to 28% on clover seed, with money losses running into millions of dollars. The story of imported insects and the havoc they have wrought here should be read by every importer of foreign seeds and plant material. Methods of control discussed include chemical poisons, mechanical protection and natural enemies.

Insect Invaders gives the whole picture of man’s danger from these enemies, and all the constructive methods discovered by mankind for combating them. There are many fine photographic illustrations.


Here is a book on insects written with authority yet full of humor, anecdote and the characterful charm of the writer. Mr. Standen’s life work is the destruction of insect pests by means of cyanides and consequently he has become intimately acquainted with all sorts and kinds of these pests.

In his opening chapters Mr. Standen explains the bodily structure of insects, their life cycles and methods of reproduction. He then tells of the ways in which they harm man by attacking him and his animals, eating his food and destroying ornamental vegetation.

Tabular records of insect damage to vegetation show losses ranging from 5% on oats to 28% on clover seed, with money losses running into millions of dollars. The story of imported insects and the havoc they have wrought here should be read by every importer of foreign seeds and plant material. Methods of control discussed include chemical poisons, mechanical protection and natural enemies.

Insect Invaders gives the whole picture of man’s danger from these enemies, and all the constructive methods discovered by mankind for combating them. There are many fine photographic illustrations.
Of medieval lords and ladies who had no electric toasters but plenty of space for living

The other day as we slipped our ironing board into the handy niche behind the collapsible kitchen table, folded the clothes hanger into its efficient little cupboard so that there would be room to turn around, we got to thinking about the good dames and sires of the thirteenth century. Central heating they didn't have, nor chrome plumbing, nor a set of fifteen baking bowls that fit into a cupboard that fits into a space between the places where the refrigerator and the sink unit fit. They didn't have these things—but they didn't have claustrophobia either.

We read to know
One thing leading to another, as it so often does, we ended up by opening up our hall table into a handy secretary, lighting the pin-up lamp and reaching for the book the man sold us which condenses World Knowledge into 750 pages with illustrations. The idea was to find out exactly how the knights and damsels in a medieval castle solved the living problem. The whole thing turned out quite revealing, so push aside your sectional furniture, communistic. The whole family sleeps here in addition to any visiting queens, knights, priors and other transients. Beds are built-in; the bedding, feather inate quilts, wherein, rumor has it, the occupants do their sleeping nude. There are no designs in Beauvais.

Leaving out the moat and the drawbridge and other dangerous elements already taken care of in any Fifth Grade that's worth its salt, we (you and I and anyone else you know who has nothing better to do and wants to meet a baron) enter the lower floor. Unless we happen to be scullery maids for sires of the thirteenth century. Central heating they didn't have, nor chromium plumbing, nor a set of fifteen baking bowls that fit into a cupboard that fits into a space between the places where the refrigerator and the sink unit fit. They didn't have these things—but they didn't have claustrophobia either.

Chances are you have more money and there's less to buy

But chances are you can still make home beautiful

with a Bigelow Beauvais rug

Besides blankets and duck for the armed forces, Bigelow is still making lovely rugs. Go to your dealer. See the charming designs in Beauvais. Look, too, at other Bigelow grades. Any one will be a joy to live with a long time.

Care for your rugs

Now you can dry clean your rug at home with Powder-ene, No liquid. No soap. No suds. It's easy, economical and absolutely safe. For FREE booklet on rug care, write Bigelow Weavers, Dept. 534, 140 Madison Ave., New York City.

Hand Made by Cambridge

Leaves of Ice Crystal Engrave Their Beauty on New and Lovely Shapes...

Latest expression of America's supremacy in glass-making, Arcadia combines freshness and originality of form with an entirely new decorative treatment of finely engraved leaf patterns which give matchless sheen and brilliance to the crystal. Select from more than 50 open-stock pieces — newly displayed in good stores everywhere at prices genuinely modest. The Cambridge Glass Company, Cambridge, Ohio.
are chests standing about, in the way of closets and dressers; nobody thought
up drawers until 1650.

Where buffets come from
Moving on to the Banqueting Hall, we feel a trifle more familiar on account
of a long standing acquaintance with parchment books; the reading desk or
of a long standing acquaintance with parchment books; the reading desk or
furn ' e 7 } Near the study is the Oratory, a
moving up drawers until 1650. chances
furniture, which have since proved invaluable for Sunday night suppers,
stand near the head of the table; the
credence is a simple table where some un
fortunate lackey must taste all food
before the Master who lives in constant
fear of being poisoned. The
dressoir now is great
holstered comfort at home.

To read, to write
Next comes the Study with a high
backed chair for the writer, often built
in the wall, not from the influence of
the nobility got their religion in up
modern myth about our early
instinct, can grace every room in your home.

Home to our gadgets
Out of the steam we go, down the great
stone stairs, past portcullises, falcons,
turrets and archers and back to our
voice in time to let in the
man who's coming to see why the
portable bar doesn't turn into a radio
when you press the button any more.

GET AWAY FROM
THE WORLD OF TODAY
IN A
Home of Colonial Charm
Never has home meant
more than in these trou
bled times. That's why
your home should say
"Welcome!" through its charm and com
fort to you and all who enter. Lavish extra
care on it—dress up its furnishings. As an
inspiring beginning, rejuvenate your bed
room with this new Priscilla Alden group.
Notice the distinctive maple finish result
from nine separate operations, the
sturdy mortise-and-tenon construction,
rounded edges, free-sliding drawers.
Then let your Cushman dealer demonstrate how
other Cushman Creations, with their hand
rubbed maple finish and sturdy construc
tion, can grace every room in your home.

“THE WEBSTER!”
from the famous statesman's home
Perfectly reproduced by Strahan, “The Webster”
brings all the dignity, stateliness and character
of Colonial elegance to your American home of
today. Consult your decorator.

THOMAS STRAHAN COMPANY
Chelsea, Massachusetts
MAKERS OF FINE WALLPAPERS SINCE 1886
Showrooms at 417 Fifth Avenue, New York
Merchandise Mart, Room 1322, Chicago

Special only $290
To show you the beautiful finish
and craftsmanship of Cushman Colonial Creations, we will send
this hand-pegged Colonial Foot


Postage prepaid. Add 25 cents for
shipment west of Mississippi.
With the Footstool we will include free the valuable 32-page
illustrated booklet, "Suggestions
for Decorating a Colonial Home."
FOR BOOKLET ONLY, send 10 cents for
mailing cost. No stamps, please!
Sharles Holiand, a Reed & Barton craftsman for 53 years, is a specialist on fine silverware.

"EXCUSE ME, MADAM, I'M BUSY ON WAR WORK"

In my half-century of making Reed & Barton Silverware, I've formed a habit of picturing those beautiful pieces in lovely homes all over our great country. Now that Reed & Barton has gone to work for Uncle Sam, I've taken equal pleasure in imagining the destinations of our war production... distant Army mess halls... ships of the far-flung Navy... and, even more important, the field dressing stations where our surgical instruments are actually helping save lives. Yes, I'm busy on war work, and will be till the job is done. Then I can go back to the making of richly gleaming Reed & Barton Silver to further our ways of gracious living."

Reed & Barton
STERLING SILVER

AMERICAN PATTERN
(Continued from page 49)

got abroad, farmers of the locality and residents of not-too-distant villages would ride into Grand Rapids to barter a side of pork or a sack of grain for a chair or table. Soon similar pieces were being shipped out as well. And after the Civil War, her fame had so spread that buyers came from as far away as Ohio, Indiana and Illinois.

In the two decades after the Civil War this renown brought her other rewards as well, namely an influx of new settlers already skilled in the use of their hands. Often their only equipment beyond this skill was a box of precious tools.

First of these emigrés were Englishmen; later they poured in across the continent from many other lands—Sweden, the Netherlands, and other countries of Northern and Western Europe. These men, caught by the legend of her furniture, made their own contributions in craftsmanship and thus broadened the tradition further.

Furniture market begins

A decade or so after the Civil War, examples of Grand Rapids furniture were exhibited at the Philadelphia Centennial and stimulated such enthusiasm that, two years later, in 1878, there was a real pilgrimage of buyers. The Grand Rapids manufacturers, ready by this time with new designs and samples to meet the broadening demand, opened the first "Furniture Market".

From that time on, buyers have continued to flock to the city, and the furniture manufactured there has reached into most of the homes in the land.

Like many another American town, Grand Rapids' progress has followed that of the country. With the invention of new and improved machinery, and with technological advances, her industries grew and the century's turn found her a prosperous, thriving city—typical of the America of the day.

In World War I, her woodworking plants were drafted for service and her industries turned to pacing the war effort—manufacturing planes and other war material.

Ever since that time she has continued her vigorous tradition—pushing ahead the standards of American craftsmanship. Now in today's great crisis, she has turned the experience of her years to fighting for Victory.
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Here's a lady who loves to dream about the way she would like her home to be. She's writing a letter to Alexander Smith about:

"How we hope to fix up our home after the war"

She's happy to do her dreaming for nothing. But, for her letter, she may get a $1,000 War Bond or one of 49 other War Bond or Savings Prizes.

How about you? It's worth a postage stamp to find out. Mail the coupon.

Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Co.
Yonkers, N. Y.
Please send me list of prizes and rules of your "Dream-Home" contest.

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: ____________________________ State: ____________________________

ALEXANDER SMITH
GOOD MESSING-MANUFACTURERS
GOOD RUGS

"HEARLY RIGHT
WON'T DO"

MAY, 1943
STRATEGY WITH FLOWERS

(See pages 24, 25)

Top picture: it is easy to wear flowers and have them last all day, with this pin-on clip which holds water. A few blossoms from the florist or the garden are all you need. Here, hollyhocks from Judith's Garden.

1. Small nosegay of colorful sweetpeas and heather surrounded with laurel leaves. Good for informal wear.
2. An old-fashioned bouquet in miniature; Pinocchio roses, carnations and heather nestled in a paper doily.
3. Not worn nearly as often as it should be is the geranium. Here is a single cluster set off by its own foliage. Lasts exceptionally well.
4. A nosegay of heather, sweetpeas and one brilliant anemone, encircled by magnolia and eucalyptus leaves.
5. A practical corsage for either formal or informal wear, it will last for days if put in water after each time it is worn. A cluster of carnation blossoms with a sprig of its own foliage. The stems are of uneven length and should always be worn down.
6. A few sprigs of flowering quince wired together. The stems are neatly wrapped with paraffin which hides the wire and preserves moisture in them.
7. Gardenias are often worn incorrectly. They are decorated with ribbon bows and then pinned on upside down. Here is a single blossom with its own glossy leaves cleverly wired to set it off. It needs no ribbon, should be worn stem down.
8. Tailored rose the florists call it, but it is just a rose with a few of the outer petals turned back and a single stem of leaves wired behind it.
9. One camellia glamorized a bit with variegated ivy leaves. This contrasting foliage makes it most attractive.
10. A small corsage of sweetpea blossoms encircled by yellow freesia.
11. A man-made camellia blossom, made by wiring together individual petals from several gladilas.
12. One half-open rose with sweetpea blossoms clustered about it. An inexpensive but attractive nosegay.
13. A favorite of ours is this corsage of yellow daisies. Each flower is wired individually and stems are wrapped to conceal the wire. Several half-open buds are used as foliage.
14. Tulip, anemone, freesia and heather make up this small bouquet which forms a lovely hair ornament.
15. A bunch of fragrant double white violets with the delicate foliage of mimosa around them.

Bottom picture: a large open grouping of Douglas MacArthur roses which can either be used on a handbag as shown here or tucked into the belt of a dress. Don't confuse this with the commonly seen rose corsage where the blossoms are packed closely together and tied by ribbon. Judith's Garden.

Corsage numbers 1, 2, 4, 10, 12 and 14 are from Hilde Rapp Florists; corsage numbers 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13 and 15 are by Judith's Garden.
Why Is DEVOE a "Must"
When You Paint the Exterior of Your Home?

Because thousands of tests prove that DEVOE outlasts average paints 2 to 1... saves you money... gives greater protection.

YOU might have expected that modern science would finally get around to developing a better way to paint your house. Well, that's just what happened when the Devoe 2-coat system was introduced seven years ago and it's the reason why hundreds of thousands of houses are painted with this famous system today.

Two coats... two different paints... that work together. That is the secret of the lasting, money-saving quality of the Devoe 2-Coat System of Painting, developed for you in the Devoe laboratories—the research division of the oldest paint company in America. One coat goes next to the wood, or old paint film. The other coat goes next to the sun. Each does its special, surface-saving work this way:

1)  THE NEW UNDERCOAT seals the oil-thirsty surfaces of wood or old paint and lays on a solid, non-cracking foundation that has almost the covering and hiding power of two coats of ordinary paint. "Controlled Penetration" keeps vital oils in the paint film; assures extra-long life.

2)  THE NEW TOP-COAT has high "hiding power"... covers more surface... fights sun and weather... resists fading, staining, and attack by ice and rain. The surface is smooth... sound... starts out fresh and bright and stays that way because it's built to clean itself.

Together these two coats combat paint's common enemies—checking, cracking, fading, and peeling.

OTHER FAMOUS DEVOE PAINTS

DEVOE MIRROLAC ENAMEL — makes you proud of your furniture and woodwork. Gorgeous colors that are so easy to apply. Smooth as silk but tough as leather. Dries quickly to a tile-like finish.

DEVOE FLOOR AND DECK ENAMEL — the tough, durable enamel for inside floors and outside porches. Pre-tested for traffic-resistance when used on wood, concrete, or linoleum.

For every problem in paint—consult your Devoe dealer with confidence. He is usually the outstanding paint merchant in the community. "People who know—use Devoe."

DEVOE & RAYNOLDS CO., INC.
The 189th Year of the Oldest Paint Maker in America
FIRST AVENUE AT 44TH STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y.
Garden too, with its sparkling lake and masses of azaleas, is undeniably beautiful at this season. Yellow lady slippers, showy orchids and trillium blossom round mid-May in the wild flower garden.

The Victory vegetable garden in the south end of the Esplanade is already under way and a smaller kitchen garden demonstrates vegetables most suitable for city growing. The Botanic Garden opens daily at 8, Sundays at 10, and closes at dusk.

Rockefeller Center promises lots of lilies, fresh and sweet, to greet you during Easter week. A thousand regal blooms and in the meadow below thousands of daffodils have been naturalized. Get there in time to see them all, as the Garden closes at dusk.

LOOKING AROUND MIDTOWN . . .

May is the time to let in a breath of fresh ideas and the 50 newly decorated rooms at Macy's are full of them. Eye-catchers are: the dramatic dining room with Bermuda pink walls and Ionic columns covered in geranium chintz; lacquer red book "roughs" against gun metal walls; quiet writing corners and desks in the foyer for that daily letter.

Trick window treatment: folding screens in lieu of draperies, covered in black chintz with huge tulip design, and lined with candy-pink striped sheer. During the day screens fold back to reveal pink striped glass curtains.

The Going-going-gone Shop at Lord & Taylor's is almost as exciting as attending an auction where the bids run down instead of up, Antiques of all kinds are tagged and then marked down 10% each week until sold.

Each time you slip a War bond into that cache you can mentally add another window to your post-war home. Inside and out, everything that goes into building a house from corner cupboards to waterproof basements is on display at the Architect's Samples Bureau at 101 Park Ave., New York City.

TO REST...TO REFIT...TO LIVE

A summer home in the Green Mountains offers that peace and healthful repose that only a favored climate and a wealth of scenic charm can provide. Dreams of contentment in a place of your own may come true so easily in Vermont, where modest, virile commanding forms just await adoption by cultured folks who need a touch of wholesomen country life to balance their months of urban work and confinement. Make this your summer for a search of rural Vermont; send for official book, "Vermont Farms and Summer Homes." Vacation literature also on request.

"PEACE BE WITH YOU"—Vermont Publicity Service
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Here is china traditionally fine, exquisitely beautiful. But made to use, just as often as so highly translucent as to appear almost fragile, yet amazingly strong and durable. And a special firing fuses the decoration with the glass so that frequent use will in no way dim its loveliness.

Your table can always be beautifully set if you choose Theodore Haviland, the china that’s as practical as it is lovely. You’ll find it at better department stores and jewelers everywhere.

We will gladly send you brochures that tell the romantic history of this china and that show many additional patterns, some in full color. Please enclose 10c to cover mailing costs.

THEODORE HAVILAND & CO.
Incorporated
Merchandise Mart, Chicago
WHENEVER YOU DRINK...DRINK DUBONNET
one of these exciting ways:
serve well chilled, no ice
jigger of Dubonnet, juice of
Dubonnet STRAIGHT:
fill with soda and stir
half a lemon, add ice cubes
MERRY WIDOW:
one-half Dubonnet,
one-half dry
add twist of lemon peel
*Vermouth — Dubonnet,
& Vermouth — Dubonnet made with a know-how
that's world-famous, product of the U. S. A.,
bottled by Dubonnet Corp., Livermore, Calif.
Tune in! "Alec Templeton Time" 10:30—10:35 p.m.
(E.W.T,) Blue Network Mon., Wed., Fri.
Dubonnet aperitif wine, product of U. S. A.,
are especially constructed to withstand
its care, and use it for the purpose for
which it is made. Top-of-stove utensils
are especially constructed to withstand
direct contact with flame or electric
heating units; ovenware is not so tough
and is designed for baking use only.

To secure maximum service from
your glass pots and pans, remember
these few pointers. Have liquid in uten-
sils before setting over heat and see
that the outside is wiped dry. Never
start over a high heat or let the liquid
boil out or the food stick. Handle a
hot dish with a dry cloth and don't set
it while hot on a cold or wet surface or
in water.

Wash after each using with rich soap
suds, rinse well and dry thoroughly.
To bring out sparkle and lustre, use
Calgon water softener. If food sticks,
use a very fine scouring powder; coarse
cleaners will mar the surface. If food
burns, fill utensil with warm water, add
3 tablespoons of baking soda. Soak
30-40 minutes. Then wash well. Should
lime deposits form, use 1/4 cup of vine-
gar to each pint of water, boil 5-10
minutes, wash and dry. Give your glass-
ware care and it will serve you well.

THE BOOKSHELF

COMMON EDIBLE MUSHROOMS by Clyde
M. Christensen. Illus. University of
Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, Min-
nesota. $2.50

Almost all nature-lovers have had or
some day hope to have the mushroom
collecting hobby. There is an element
of danger in it which makes the study
irresistible. This year, perhaps many
people will study this book with a view
to broadening a rationed menu.

The author is Assistant Professor of
Plant Pathology at the University of
Minnesota and is himself an ardent
mushroom-collector and an epicurean
cook of the fungi. As such he is emi-
nently fitted for the task of instructing
the amateur in the gentle art of distin-
guishing between a mushroom deli-
ciously edible and one which is mildly
or virulently poisonous.

Mr. Christensen's descriptions are ac-
curate and his methods of identification
clear and recognizable. The excellent
photographs aid to clarify the text.

Forty-five edible varieties of mush-
rooms are described and pictured, to-
gether with those which are really dan-
gerous. "The foolproof four", morels,
puffballs, sulphur shelf mushrooms and
haggymanes, have a chapter all to
themselves and these are recommended
to the beginner as absolutely safe and
very easily identified. From these he
goes on to other, more difficult varieties.

A closing chapter gives many fasci-
nating recipes for mushroom cookery,
each calculated to make the mouth
water. These recipes are personal favor-
ites of the author, who tells of them
with a gusto which transmits itself to
the reader.

NEW BOOK
OF IDEAS!
Send only 10c to get Jean McLain's new
book... full of dec-
ORATING IDEAS! (check space be-
iating ideas and pic-
below) For her FREE individual advice, give
(Continued from page 94)

Imperial Paper and Color Corporation,
350 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
“SLIP ONE OVER ON YOUR HOUSE”

(See pages 38 to 46)

Change the personality of a sofa, a room or a whole house by the simple short cut of slipcovering. If you like unusual effects, there are dozens of fresh variations to brighten your own place or transform drab rented quarters into a livable home.

The stores listed below are ready to help you work out your new slipcovers based on the ideas in this issue. If you should find their workrooms already jammed with orders, you can buy their fabrics and trimmings by the yard. Read pages 38 to 46 for “how-to” hints and launch bravely into sewing your own slipcovers. It’s not too difficult and you’ll get a tremendous thrill out of your achievement.

ABERNETHY-CLARKSON-WRIGHT, INC. Burlington, Vt.
ACKEMANN BROS. Elgin, Ill.
C. G. ANDERSON CO. Boise, Idaho
BARKER BROS. Los Angeles, Cal.
H. S. BARNEY CO. Schenectady, N. Y.
BEIR BROS. Niagara Falls, N. Y.
BICKEL FURN. CO. Beverly Hills, Calif.
JAMES BLACK CO. Waterloo, Ia.
BLOCK AND KUHL CO. Decatur, Ill.
BLUMBERG & SONS Dothan, Ala.
THE BOY MARCHE Lowell, Mass.
BOW-TON DEPT. STORE York, Pa.
BOWMAN & CO. Harrisburg, Pa.
BOYLAN-PEARCE, INC. Raleigh, N. C.
BRADFORD-BIEHL CO. Huntington, West Va.
J. L. BRANDEIS & SONS Omaha, Neb.
THE JOHN BRENNER CO. Springfield, Ill.
THE BROADWAY-HOLLYWOOD Hollywood, Cal.
BUETTNER FURN. & CPT. CO. Burlington, Ia.
BUTTON'S Long Beach, Cal.
A. J. BUNNELL, INC. Independence, Mo.
RUSH & BULL CORP. Bethlehem, Pa.
GEO. H. CAMPBELL & CO. Oswego, N. Y.
CARLIELE-ALLEN CO. Ashland, O.
CARSON PRIDE SCOTT & CO. Chicago, Ill.
CASTLE FURN. CO. North Bergen, N. J.
CAYCE-TOST CO. Hopkinsville, Ky.
H. CHIOATE & CO. Winona, Miss.
(Continued on next page)


Enjoy the Refreshing Beauty of Clark’s Washable “Everglaze” Chintz

Clark’s Washable “Everglaze” Chintz is just as practical as it is beautiful. It retains its fresh-as-a-flower radiance through repeated washings. It has color fastness, is dust-resistant and it is pre-shrunk.* It lets you freely indulge in your love for nice things that last and still stay within your 1943 budget. Obtainable by the yard and in made-up articles in New York at Bloomingdale’s and at other fine stores throughout the country.

C Y R S C L A R K C O., I N C., 267 Fifth Ave., New York

*No more than 2% under CS 59A-11 Send 10¢ for booklet "Decorating Do’s & Don’ts"

As seen at T. A. Chapman Co., Milwaukee—Made-up Articles by Craig Mfg. Co., 41 W. 25th St., N. Y. C.

LAWN FENCE OF Rustic Wood

Made of half round saplings, the fence is removed! pickets spaced 2½ inches apart. Keeps dogs and pedestrians off your lawn. Needs no painting and is easy to erect. Made in 4 ft., 5½ ft. and 6 ft. high with gates to match. Write for descriptive folder.

RUSTIC CRAFT FENCE COMPANY

8 KING ROAD, MALVERN, PA.

Would you like a fence to protect your garden or a rustic fence to match your home? Rustic Craft Fences are made of saplings, spaced 2½ inches apart, and are easy to erect. The fence is made in 4, 5½ and 6 ft. heights with gates to match. Write for descriptive folder.

You’ll find friendly neighbors in MAINE!

Your dreams of good living among friendly neighbors, in a setting of natural beauty—can come true, when you own a home in Maine.

Perhaps you prefer a quiet village, a scenic hilltop, a cottage in sight of the sea. Or does your taste run to sparkling lakes and trout-streams? We are ready to help you find the home you’ve dreamed of, for vacations, permanent residence or eventual retirement— a sound investment in real estate and contentment!

Mail the coupon for free list of Maine real estate.

HAVE THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE IN MAINE

MAINE DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION

Dept. L, State House, Augusta, Maine

I am looking for a home in Maine. Please send me information.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City _____________________________
State _____________________________

MAINE REALTY INFORMATION

See your local newspaper

CRESTA

the crest of quality

since 1890

BLANCA

California red, white, and sweet...

WINES

“drawn by the sun... out of the earth... out of the vine... bursting with liquid sunshine... comes America’s finest...
“SLIP ONE OVER ON YOUR HOUSE”
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JOHN R. COPPEN, CO.
Covington, Ky.
THE CRESCENT
Spokane, Wash.
THE CROSBY BROS. CO.
Topeka, Kans.
DAVIS & CO.
Cambridge, O.
M. BEE & SON
Youngers, N. Y.
BEYNOLDS & MCKAY CO.
DEY BROS. & CO.
Syracuse, N. Y.
HENRY DICK & SON
Danbury, Conn.
DICKSON-IVES CO.
Orlando, Fla.
W. M. DOBBLENGER CO.
La Crosse, Wis.
J. M. DYER CO.
Corunna, Tex.
THE T. EATON CO., LTD.
Hamilton, Can.
THE T. EATON CO., LTD.
Toronto, Can.
THE ELMWOOD STORE.
South Bend, Ind.
ENGLAND BROS.
Pittsfield, Mass.
JAKES & CO.
Fort Worth, Tex.
THE FAMOUS
McKeesport, Pa.
FANDEL CO.
St. Cloud, Minn.
FINE’S
Attleboro, Mass.

FOUR-IN-ONE-SHOP
Stamford, Conn.
FOWLER’S, INC.
Glen Falls, N. Y.
FOWLER, RICK & WALKER
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
C. TOY & CO.
Hartford, Conn.
THE W. M. P. CABLE CO.
Miovdno, Pa.
CERTZ DEPT. STORE
Jamaica, N. Y.
COLDSTEIN-MICELCO.
St. Louis, Tex.
E. GOTTSCHALK & CO.
Fresno, Cal.
GRAY’S, INC.
Jersey City, N. J.
GRAY’S, INC.
West New York, N. J.
GUINAN DEPT. STORE
Mt. Carmel, Pa.
HAGER & BRO., INC.
Lancaster, Pa.
HALBACH-SCHROEDER CO.
Quincy, Ill.
W. M. HARRY & CO.
Muskegon, Mich.
HARTLEY’S
Fairmont, W. Va.
HEER’S, INC.
Springfield, Mo.
S. H. HERBERNIMUS CO., INC.
Romeo, Va.
L. HERMAN
Davie, Va.

(The continued from page 98)

“SLIP ONE OVER ON YOUR HOUSE”

Gracefully cupped petals and smooth round leaves combined with new and original art shapes distinguish this lovely new pattern by Roseville. Fifty pieces—Rose, Ciel Blue, Walnut Brown. Moderately priced at department stores and gift shops.

Send 10c for pottery booklet
ROSEVILLE POTTERY, INC.
Dept. NO-82, Zanesville, Ohio

Water Lily

Gracefully cupped petals and smooth round leaves combined with new and original art shapes distinguish this lovely new pattern by Roseville. Fifty pieces—Rose, Ciel Blue, Walnut Brown. Moderately priced at department stores and gift shops.

Send 10c for pottery booklet
ROSEVILLE POTTERY, INC.
Dept. NO-82, Zanesville, Ohio

SIMPLEAT JUST MADE MY DRAPERIES—WHAT A WONDERFUL DISCOVERY

SIMPLeAT pleater

Sew the Conso SimPleat pleater on the back of curtain or drapery and crease with your fingers the section that folds into pleats. That's all there is to it. Easy to attach, trouble proof, invisible, no hooks or rings needed. Can be used on any weight material. Made of durable fabric that retains stiffness after washing or cleaning. Make your draperies and curtains look better, hang better with SimPleat.

CONSOLIDATED TRIMMING CORP.
27 West 23rd Street
New York City

Need Room for Growing Children?

Use Nu-Wood!

War or no war, children will grow. Give them the extra room they need—quickly—easily—inexpensively—with Nu-Wood Interior Finish! With this softly colored, fade-proof material, you can subdivide space at low cost... build new rooms in unused or waste space, for children, “double-up” families, or war workers. What's more, you can make old rooms new again, because Nu-Wood goes right over cracked dingy plaster—needs no painting or papering. Nu-Wood provides added insulation to conserve fuel and keep rooms warmer...deadens sound, too. Find out about Nu-Wood for making your home more useful—see your lumber dealer or mail coupon!
The exquisite ceramic wares identified by the Symbol of Royal Doulton have been the mark of artist-craftsmen for over a century....

The Chatsworth is a brilliant example of hand-enameling, delicately executed on Royal Doulton Bone China.

The Malvern, on Royal Doulton Earthenware, is for those particularly fond of English Mid-19th Century design.

Write for the name of your nearest dealer. Enclose 10c if you want a fully illustrated booklet—including correct table services.

**SLIP ONE OVER ON YOUR HOUSE**
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Hills, Mclean & Haskins
Binghamton, N. Y.
The Holstine D. & Co.
Lima, O.
Joseph Horne Co.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Houghton & Simon
Bristol, Va.
The Hub
St. Albans, O.
The J. L. Hudson Co.
Detroit, Mich.
The Ideal Co.
Massillon, O.
CG. Innes Co.
Wichita, Kans.
S. F. Izard Co.
Elmira, N. Y.
Johnson & Hill Co.
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
Joske Bros. Co.
San Antonio, Tex.
F. N. Joslin Co.
Malden, Mass.
W. J. Kaufman Co.
West Chester, Pa.
Robert Keith
Kansas City, Mo.
R. E. Kennington Co.
Jackson, Miss.
Killian Co.
Cedar Rapids, Ia.
H. F. King Co.
Bristol, Tenn.
C. W. Klemm Inc.
Bloomington, Ill.
J. W. Knapp Co.
Lansing, Mich.
Lamson Bros. Co.
Toledo, O.
Landkamer Bros.
Manhattan, Minn.
The F. & R. Lazarus Co.
Columbus, O.
Levynson's
El Dorado, Kans.
Levy Bros.
Elizabeth, N. J.
Houston, Tex.
W. Lewis & Co.
Champaign, Ill.
M. Lichtenstein & Sons
Corpus Christi, Tex.
Lippman's Dept. Store
Hobbing, Minn.
Loeb's
Lafayette, Ind.
Lard's
Evansville, Ill.
Luckey, Platt & Co.
Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
The Dow, Malley Co.
New Haven, Conn.
Marten's
Portsmouth, O.
Mcditty, Lybanne & Ray
Owensboro, Ky.
Mcbatney's
Monrovia, Cal.
McCallum's
Northampton, Mass.
McNealy's
Beloit, Wis.

(Continued on next page)

*Maryland's Ambassador of Good Cheer*

is on the menus of the finer places from coast to coast. Costly—but well worth the price.

**Help Us Fight Cancer**

160,000 Americans die of cancer annually. Authorities say many of these deaths could be avoided. Help us spread the knowledge that cancer can, in many cases, be cured. Enlist today in your local unit of the Women's Field Army.

In the Metropolitan Area, address the New York City Cancer Committee, 130 East 66th Street.

**Fincastle Fabrics**

Doing over your home with gay, colorful Fincastle Fabrics is like pulling tricks out of a hat—it's so simple and easy to get "expensive effects" on a budget cost. Your favorite store carries Fincastle Fabrics—ask to see them. You can buy them by the yard for make-your-own draperies, slip covers, bed spreads, etc., or ready made in stylish pinch pleated draperies with tie backs.

Louisville Textiles, Inc., 1323 McHenry Street, Louisville, Ky.

**Send 10c for Helpful Decorating Booklet.**

**Fincastle Fabrics**

**AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE CONTROL OF CANCER**

350 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Worth waiting for

Extensive stocks of wines are developing in the Widmer cellars in Naples, N. Y.—plenty to meet the current record-breaking demand if we did not prize quality above sales.

But the Widmer reputation, we believe, is too precious an asset to jeopardize by drawing prematurely beyond.

While our 1943 casks have been in Naples, plenty to supply will be sufficient to provide at least a limited amount for those who prefer Widmer's Wines and Vermouths.

NEW YORK STATE WIDMERS WINES and Vermouths

Widmer’s WINE CELLARS, INC.,
NAPLES, N. Y.

ARE YOU A LIGHT SLEEPER?

Hear the clock strike every hour? Cat walking around sound like a horse? Every squeak a scream for help? Then you’re using the wrong psychological approach to slumber. The right way?—read “This Will Put You To Sleep”...

FREE BOOKLET tells how to sleep soundly...discusses ventilation, temperature, noise...how to make a bed...care of blankets...58 pages, many topics. Write North Star Woolens Mill Co., 254 S. 2nd St., Minneapolis, Minn.

North Star
All 17c. ORIG.
BLANKETS

Majestic, warm, light, permanent. If your dealer has none, that’s why.

“SLIP ONE OVER ON YOUR HOUSE”
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Designed for beauty, and built to endure.

You are welcome to visit our showrooms in the following listed cities

NORTHERN FURNITURE CO.
MAKERS OF BEDROOM AND DINING ROOM FURNITURE

Boston Cleveland Chicago Cincinnati Detroit Kansas City Milwaukee
Minneapolis New York Philadelphia Pittsburgh Sheboygan St. Louis

And for your postwar home—Plan your home of tomorrow to make the most of space. Notice how the convenient closets provide additional storage space and permit a recessed dressing table as well. The New Open House has space-saving ideas like this for every room in the home.

INVEST TEN CENTS, REAP DIVIDENDS IN 32 PAGES OF IDEAS!

This fully illustrated booklet—"The New Open House"—contains ideas you need today about increasing living space—shutting off rooms to save fuel—selection of storm sash. It is also full of suggestions for the house of tomorrow. Send ten cents today for this full, illustrated booklet!

Pennsylvania Pine WOODWORK
Dept. V H 5, 111 W. Washington Street
Chicago, Illinois

Without Adding More Space

Is your home room-poor? Need more rooms to house a growing family...the in-laws...or war workers? Right now, you can probably add a nice window of beautiful, enduring Ponderosa Pine! This is only one of dozens of ideas you’ll find in that helpful booklet—"The New Open House."

Here’s another—This small room seems as big as all outdoors—thanks to the handsome Ponderosa Pine Window. The New Open House also tells you how to plan double-duty rooms—how to create new rooms in attic or basement.

Here’s one way...Notice how extra space was added with a pre-assembled bay window of beautiful, enduring Ponderosa Pine! This is only one of dozens of ideas you’ll find in that helpful booklet—"The New Open House."

How To Have More Room

Is your home room-poor? Need more rooms to house a growing family...the in-laws...or war workers? Right now, you can probably add a nice window of beautiful, enduring Ponderosa Pine! This is only one of dozens of ideas you’ll find in that helpful booklet—"The New Open House."

Here’s another—This small room seems as big as all outdoors—thanks to the handsome Ponderosa Pine Window. The New Open House also tells you how to plan double-duty rooms—how to create new rooms in attic or basement.

Are you a light sleeper?

Hear the clock strike every hour? Cat walking around sound like a horse? Every squeak a scream for help? Then you’re using the wrong psychological approach to slumber. The right way?—read “This Will Put You To Sleep”...

FREE BOOKLET tells how to sleep soundly...discusses ventilation, temperature, noise...how to make a bed...care of blankets...58 pages, many topics. Write North Star Woolens Mill Co., 254 S. 2nd St., Minneapolis, Minn.

North Star
All 17c. ORIG.
BLANKETS

Majestic, warm, light, permanent. If your dealer has none, that’s why.
CHRISTMAS BEGONIAS

Y ou’ll be shocked to learn that the dry air of the modern centrally-heated home is distinctly unhealthy. It impairs the furnishings, causes racy throats resulting in colds, cracks the skin and jangles our nerves. A corrective is to install an electric humidifier, but a cheaper and more decorative method is to fill the window sills with pot plants. The more plants, the greater the humidity, and incidentally, the healthier the plants will be, as the moisture each pot surface releases into the air will help the other plants (and humans) to maintain health.

Ferns are valuable for this humidifying service, and even the homely aspidistra does its part, but the best plant for the purpose, as well as the loveliest to look at, is the winter-blooming begonia, called the Christmas begonia because its beauty is at the full during the holiday season.

Every part of a begonia is beautiful; the stems which are translucent and richly colored; the leaves which are toothed, striped, fringed, furry, metallic and glaucous; the pendant flowers with their jewel tones of coral, malachite and rose. And the secret of these wonders is to be found in the compost heap, in the potting mixture, in regular feedings, in plentiful watering and excellent drainage.

Begin in May or June

The Christmas begonia begins its “year” about May or June. Let’s pretend, just for the sake of getting started, that you already possess a fairly well-grown specimen of Angel Wings, Begonia rubra argyroneura, and wish to increase your stock. Select three-inch shoots which have sprung from the axils of the leaves and cut them from the main plant with a basal ring. These may be rooted in sand, the same as a geranium slip or any other cutting. Close, humid atmosphere (such as you use for forcing Spring bulbs) is necessary until growth starts, after which they may be given the normal amount of light and air. After all the cuttings have been removed from the mother plant, its stems can be cut to the base, leaving one or two to perpetuate growth, and the plant transferred to a smaller pot and freshly fertilized.

When the cuttings are well-rooted but not pot-bound, they can be shifted into larger pots (an inch each larger time) using a good mixture of two thirds leaf mold and one third loam. They will need ventilation, plenty of water and good drainage. Their leaves can be sprayed occasionally but when doing so never expose the plant to full sun. The sun’s rays will burn and spot the leaves. To develop bushy plants they can be pinched once or twice when first buds appear in the heart of the young shoots. Trimmed tip-cuttings and surplus leaves can also be planted.

Pinching back is desirable

Pinching back should be carried out at

(Continued on next page)

A word about the DOG MART AND TRAVELOG OF HOUSE & GARDEN

Since you will no longer find these features in House & Garden, we feel you—our readers—deserve an explanation:

It’s simply a matter of paper. You see, the Government’s wartime rationing of paper limits our supply to such an extent, that we must suspend for the duration the popular Dog Mart and Travelog sections.

We regret having to take this step. But at the same time, we’re pleased to be able to continue the SERVICE which these pages in House & Garden gave you.

So—do keep on sending us your questions on dogs and dog products, hotels, resorts, etc. The staffs of these departments will do their best to send you helpful answers, promptly!
CHRISTMAS BEGONIAS
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all stages to prevent the plant growing leggy, but some delicate types will not stand much pinching, and if you have pinched and discovered the plant did not respond with immediate and thicker growth, subsequent pinching of that plant must be reduced to the minimum.

A very important item in the health of the begonia is the watering. They are native to the tropic zone, not the hot lowlands but the lofty wooded regions, where the annual rainfall is two hundred to five hundred inches, at least ten times what we may expect in temperate latitudes. With this much water the drainage has to be good, otherwise the plants would long ago have evolved into aquatics. So water well each morning unless the soil is already damp when you may skip a watering. If the drainage has been too good, I tip the saucer and let it run through again several times.

Delicate root systems
The most delicate part of a begonia is the rooting system. Some of them are tuberous, others fibrous, but due to the fact that it is possible to cross-hybridize them, there have resulted many varieties between, so that the root system as well as the flowering tops are constantly changing, retaining characteristics of both parents. So delicate is the handling required of begonia roots that a well-known collector when asked if a certain lovely specimen in her window were tuberous, said she really couldn’t be sure. She had repotted it many times during the years but had been careful not to disturb the ball of earth round the roots and so had never set eyes on them.

Also it should be noted that begonia roots are close to the surface, so that cultivating, whether in the house or in the garden, is not desirable. Another thing; the ground may be firm round a cutting, but once those hairlike roots are developed, from the very first potting onward, no firming must be done. This is contrary to other plants which need to have the air excluded. Begonias prefer the most friable soil obtainable.

Heed this warning
If a potted begonia has been sitting on moist pebbles and begun to show a cluster of roots through the hole in the pot, it will be advisable to remove the plant with care and replace the stragglers on a cushion of soil, which may make it necessary to promote it to the next larger size of pot. Never let the plant stand directly in water but lift it above the surface with some small object. Try a glass caster.

The best place to raise plants is, of course, in the kitchen which has greater humidity. The old-time coal and wood stove, with its bubbling tea kettle... (Continued on next page)
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te was ideal, and was as much responsible for the beauty of the plants in the country kitchen as the soil and food the housewife provided. Gas stoves are a different proposition. They must be tightly connected. Put pipe compound (a sort of solidifying paste that hardware stores sell in cans) at union, also on the ground joint. A coat of paint on these connections will also serve to stop leakage. Dispense with the pilot light and revert to matches, and it is a good idea to strike the match first, holding it well over the burner before turning on the gas. If possible keep the window open at the top while cooking to let out any unburned gas. When using the even be sure to keep an uncovered pot boiling on top of the stove.

Ideal temperature
The right temperature for humans will also serve for plants, about 70° in the daytime and 65° at night. Begonias will take considerably less, but their growth is checked during the colder periods. There is a great difference between a plant that merely grows and one that flourishes, and there is still another difference between a plant that flourishes and one that bursts into cascades of flowers.

Some avid begonians, as begonia fanciers are called, are known to rust-proof metal trays of pebbles and water throughout the rooms where their pets are growing, and these, especially if placed on the radiator, certainly do increase the humidity, had some turn the plants a little each day, to keep the growth even on all sides, but regarding this last, other begonians maintain this constant turning makes the plant work too hard. I do these things only occasionally, such as when especially grateful for a lovely outburst of color from the tall Angel Wings in the front window.

Still another canny begoniac-trick is to use a hundred-watt lamp during a succession of sunless Winter days. Does all this sound like work? Well it is, but it’s fun too, because you can see the results in the quick response of the plants, and once bitten by the begonia madness, there is no cure. You’re branded forever.

Potting for display
When your plants have reached the size where they are to be potted for show in the front window, say six, eight or ten inch pots, depending on the variety, great care must be taken with the roots. Extra soil will be necessary, but it might be well to stand plants in a pail of water before putting them into the prepared pots. The right temperature for humans will also serve for plants, about 70° in the daytime and 65° at night. Begonias will take considerably less, but their growth is checked during the colder periods. There is a great difference between a plant that merely grows and one that flourishes, and there is still another difference between a plant that flourishes and one that bursts into cascades of flowers.

BRAND'S PEONIES from the finest prize-winning varieties, the June issue of HOUSE & GARDEN will be on sale at your favorite newsdealers on May 21st
TULIPS RARE AND TRUE TO NAME

BUT YOU MUST ACT QUICKLY!

This year the unusual, truly distinctive Tulips are exceptionally rare. Through great diligence, the country's foremost specialists in these finer, true to name varieties has made this year the unusual, truly distinctive Tulips "14's Tulip Time in Holland, Michigan".

WRITE NOW FOR LIMITED EDITION CATALOG

TRUE TO NAME, pure and true, and a sprinkling of naphthalene flakes saved to carry along with rare and interesting items for your gardens that go with them.

PLANT IRIS

THIS YEAR

Modern Iris beautiful as orchids now available at popular prices. Easiest grown; increase rapidly. Catalog listing the best — ready June 1st. Reserve your copy now.

CARL SALBACH


SALUTE/ Douglas MacArthur

A Leader in Vigor and Color Hues

"The Commander's Rose" is a vigorous, very free-blooming hybrid tea rose, which was chosen among the many new ones as a true leader. The tulip-shaped buds open slowly and finally a rose of gold and salmon, exquisitely blended. Don't miss having this exclusive "The Commander's Rose" which is a mixture of bronzy amber-yellow and a very beautiful shade of bronzy amber-yellow. Both are suitable for growing in the garden. The Dyeing & Cleaning shop will have a couple, one in each window together with some "The Commander's Rose" for whom it is named.

Prices: $1.50 ea. Doz. $15.

Douglas MacArthur

THE COMMANDER'S ROSE

Wayside's Famous Catalog

Because of conditions we have only had a limited number printed, so be sure to get your name in early. More new Roses, Flowering Shrubs and Plants. Filled with rare and interesting items for your garden. All new flowers are shown in true life colors. In order to be sure of this outstanding book, it is necessary that you enclose with your request 25 cents in coins or stamps to cover postage and handling cost of this fine, helpful and timely new book; especially prepared to fit the needs of these days and the gardens that go with them.

Prices: $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.75. $10.00 a doz.

Wayside Gardens

30 Mentor Avenue, Mentor, Ohio

WHICH DO YOU WANT?

The hormones and vitamins (B and others) found together only in TRANSPLANTONE

The hormone-vitamin powder stop the shock and wilt usually inevitable after transplanting all kinds of plants. They reduce loss and produce stronger, earlier blooming plants.

3 oz. can $1.00

Mail coupon today or ask your dealer.

American Chemical Paint Co.
Hort. Div. G-27
Ambler, Penna.

Please send me 3 oz. can of TRANSPLANTONE for which $1.00 is enclosed.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE
CHRISTMAS BEGONIAS
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outmoded calendars and a saucer of fly-poison; and the Branch Library, and the Beauty Salon and the Barber Shop; please note how much better the plants thrive in the last two named. This is due to the humidity of the shampoos and finger waves so necessary to our modern standard of living.

France or China

The very prettiest in my collection came as a slip from the French restaurant in a side street beyond Chinatown, where it survived hours of electric light tempered by the effluvia of garlic soup and crowding humans. Though it did not bloom, the leaves were clear green and glossy, and the lady-proprietor thought its absence of insects might be due to the constant swish of the fly-spray. The leaves are smooth, metallic green with a sort of mahogany sheen, if you know what I mean; the flowers are fragile but profuse, pale, pink and pendant.

What an adventure to hunt for these slips along the highways and byways and grow them for Winter enjoyment! The modern housewife is emulating the pioneer wife who hung fleeces of bacon from the rafters and strong apples and onions for Winter cheer. Orions for the inner man or flowers for his soul?

Which is the greater contribution.

DOROTHY HAMMAR

“SLIP ONE OVER ON YOUR HOUSE”
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SENBER D. G. CO. Peru, Ind.
SHRIVER-JOHNSON CO. Sioux Falls, S. D.
SIBLEY, LINDSAY & CURTIN CO. Rochester, N. Y.
SILVERMAN’S New Kensington, Pa.
SKINNER CHAMBERLAIN CO. Albert Lea, Minn.
SPAR D. C. CO. Nashua, N. H.
J. B. SPERRY CO. Port Huron, Mich.
SPRING HOFWELL CO. Alliance, O.
STAMPEDE’S Dubuque, Ia.
E. D. STARKER & CO., INC. Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
A. STEGER & CO. Holyoke, Mass.
STEWART & CO. Baltimore, Md.
STOLER & FISHER Scranton, Pa.
STUEW-WAREHAM CO. Iowa City, Ia.
TEPPER BROS. Plainfield, N. J.
TOMPKINS D. G. CO. Middletown, N. Y.
TONELLA & RUFF Marion, Mich.
TOWNSEND & WALL CO. St. Joseph, Mo.
TRASK, PRESCOTT & RICHARDSON Erie, Pa.
TRISTAM & FULLER, INC. Norwich, Conn.
A. E. TROUTMAN CO. Butler, Pa.
THE TROUTMAN CO. Connellsville, Pa.
UPHAM’S DEPT. STORE Meriden, Conn.
BOB WALLACE MERC. CO. Fairmont, Minn.
THE WARNER M. Warren, O.
J. B. WELLS & SON CO. Utica, N. Y.
J. B. WHITE CO. Augusta, Ga.
THE WHITE HOUSE San Francisco, Calif.
CEO. J. WOLFF CO. Aberdeen, Wash.
WOLF-WILE CO. Lexington, Ky.
WRIGHT-METZLER CO. Uniontown, Pa.
A. E. WYCKOFF, INC. Straustburg, Pa.
YOUNKER BROS. Des Moines, Ia.
ZAHN D. C. CO. Racine, Wis.

MODERN PORCHES
mean pleasanter summers

Life is fuller when a modern porch lets you spend more summer hours outdoors. Add the smartness and greater comfort of colorful, durable Aerolux Porch Shades. These popular ventilating wood-slat shades provide privacy, protect furnishings, keep out sun glare and heat—yet cost so little. At leading department and furniture stores.

AEROLUX PORCH SHADES

SEND COUPON FOR PORCH BOOK

The Aeroshade Co. 4230 Oakland Ave., Waukesha, Wis. Send illustrated literature on modern trends in porch styling.

Name............................................Address..................................................
SOME DAY a drink will be put in your hand, and you'll take a sip...and pause in your talk while you take another, thoughtfully. And then you'll ask a question and the answer will be "That?...That's Old Charter!" And you will have made a friend for life...

For when we started with whiskey this noble by nature, then waited seven years while time made it mellow and ripe...we were bound to wind up, as we have in Old Charter, with a whiskey that would get asked about...and remembered!

THIS WHISKEY IS 7 YEARS OLD, 90 PROOF, STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY.  
BERNHEIM DISTILLING COMPANY, INC., LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 

OLD CHARTER 
A SUPERB AMERICAN WHISKEY MATURED TO 
7-YEAR PERFECTION
OLD FORESTER
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKY

This whisky is distilled by us, and we are responsible for its richness and fine quality. Its elegant flavor is solely due to original fermentation developed without harm. There is nothing better in the market.

DISTILLED BY BROWN-FORMAN DISTILLERY CO, INC.
AT LOUISVILLE IN KENTUCKY
100 PROOF

There is nothing better in the market.